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Abstract
This project investigates the feasibility of a system to pervasively find context based
information about locations and objects in the physical, using mobile technologies. It
suggests a conceptual model for a generic system, and uses this to design an
implementation of a system. The system is evaluated to find valid applications of the
concept and a conclusion is drawn that the system is feasible for further development.
The project also identifies several areas for further research.
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1 Introduction
The search for information has been a quest for humans since well before the advent
of the internet. Computers and the internet have provided many new ways of
describing and searching for information, and complex systems have been developed
to help humans find the information they are looking for. This report investigates the
feasibility of a search system for pervasively locating information from the digital
world, to enhance experiences in the real world.

1.1 Aim and objectives of the project
The aim of this project is to investigate the feasibility of a physical-world spatial
information gathering engine and to discover a conceptual model upon which to base
future implementations.

The project aims to complete the following objectives:
•

Investigate and define the natural behaviours that define how people search for
information.

•

Investigate systems and structures for describing information.

•

Identify criteria to evaluate a search system’s support for these behaviours and
structures.

•

Evaluate and compare existing systems using the identified criteria.

•

Design a conceptual model as a framework for future development.

•

Create a case study model and implement a system based on the defined
conceptual model.

•

Evaluate the implemented system to determine the validity of the concepts and
determine the practical use of the concept in specific domains of interest.

•

Determine the overall feasibility of the concept.

1.2 Methodology
This research process was developed using a recommendation and feasibility
methodology, whereby the system is investigated, developed, tested and then
evaluated for its potential as feasible system for further development. The feasibility
and recommendation study was conducted using the methods described below.
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•

Determine the need for a physical world spatial search/gathering system,

•

Compare existing systems

•

Develop a conceptual model of how this should operate

•

Build an implementation of the model

•

Validate the implementation through testing and evaluation

•

Determine the feasibility of the concept by discovering specific uses for it.

•

Reach a conclusion as to whether the system is feasible.

•

Detail avenues of development identified from the study.

1.3 Report Structure
How people search
This report starts with a discussion of how people search for information, what traits
and behaviours they demonstrate when searching, and what features searching
systems should employ to make searching natural.
Methods for indicating context
Searching for information includes the use of meta-data to give information meaning
and therefore a context that enabled the information to be searched for. The report
briefly discusses what methods for recording meta-data can be used and their benefits
for different purposes.
Similar systems
Once the methods for finding and storing information have been discussed; systems
that demonstrate these functions are compared to determine whether they employ the
techniques discovered in a natural way, identifying that pervasive spatial searching of
the physical world is missing from these systems.
Conceptual model for a pervasive spatial search system
The report then suggests a conceptual model for a pervasive spatial search system,
discussing what factors contribute to such a system to make searching a natural
process.
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Implementation model
From the conceptual model, a generic system model is determined and used as a
template for implementation.
Case study system
The process of developing a simple case study system is discussed. This system is
intended to allow validation of the conceptual model.
Evaluation
An expert/specialist user evaluation is undertaken to validate the conceptual model by
evaluating its possible uses within specific domains of interest.
Recommendation
Finally, the report evaluates whether the system is a valid in terms of the conceptual
model. It recommends whether the concept is feasible and whether further
development would give value within specific domains of interest.
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2 Background
This chapter investigated the concepts behind the search for information and more
specifically how people search for information. It also briefly covers the concept of
meta-data relating to information storage and retrieval.

2.1 How Humans Find information
Spatial searching has been around since well before the advent of the internet and
search engines, in fact we have been doing it as humans since the early cave men went
out to search for food and shelter, and wood to burn in the fires, so they could see to
paint pictures on the wall to record the events of the day.
In an online article Rhodes (WebWord, Online) gives the following list to define
search.
•

Finding

•

Hunting

•

Seeking

•

Wondering

•

Exploring

•

Problem Solving

•

Questioning

This way of searching seems logical and has been fully defined by others as part of
their research into searching.
Choo et al (2000) discuss in depth how people search for information on the web in
relation to work, and discuss how their tests were related to the six main categories of
information seeking behaviour that were identified by Ellis (1989), Choo et al (2000)
define these behaviours by the following definitions, paraphrased for simplicity:
Starting
Identifying sources of interest that could serve as starting points for a search. Often
this includes familiar sources that have been used before as well as less familiar
sources that are expected to provide relevant information.
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Chaining
This can be backward or forward chaining, and is following up new leads from an
initial source. Backward chaining occurs when pointers or references from an initial
source are followed and is a well established routine of information seeking among
scientists and researchers. Forward chaining identifies and follows up on other
sources that refer to the initial source or document. This can be thought of as an
effective way to broaden a search, but is less commonly used.
Browsing
This occurs when relevant documents have been found and is the activity of semidirected search in areas of potential search. This could be characterised by searching
through a table of contents to find the location of relevant content. Browsing takes
place in many situations where content has been grouped together according to
subject.
Differentiating
This is where the individual filters and selects from among the sources scanned by
noticing differences between the nature and the quality of information offered. This
process is likely to depend on the individuals prior or initial experiences with the
sources, word-of-mouth from personal contacts or reviews in published sources, or
other authoritative sources.
Monitoring
This is the activity of keeping informed about changes to a topic area or source. For
example, using core sources such as news feeds to monitor recent developments in a
project, or checking websites updated information, it can also be through personal
contacts and publications.
Extracting
This is the activity of searching through a particular source or sources to identify
material of interest.
Another model of information seeking was suggested by Marchionini (1995) who
determined that there are eight sub processes to the information seeking process:
•

Recognise and accept an information problem
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•

Define and understand the problem

•

Choose a search system

•

Formulate a query

•

Execute search

•

Examine results

•

Extract information

•

Reflect/iterate/stop

The sub process ‘extract information’ bears the same name as Ellis’ ‘extracting’, but
Choo et al (2000) suggest that the two processes are different, as Marchionini’s
definition includes some browsing and searching aspects from Ellis’ model.

Wilson (1997) identifies four categories of information seeking and acquisition:
Passive attention
In this way humans naturally learn information without actively intentionally seeking
it; pervasively acquiring knowledge e.g. gaining information by Listening to Radio or
watching television.
Passive Search
This relates to when an individual learns information that may be interesting, but as
part of a search for a different piece of information. Information found in this manner
is considered to have been found pervasively.
Active Search
The most common type of search; Searching for information about a particular topic
or subject area.
Ongoing Search
This is where the initial search has developed a knowledge framework already and
where further searching updated or expands the existing framework (Ellis’ monitoring
behaviour above).

Cool et al (1996) discuss in depth peoples understanding of Information Retrieval (IR)
systems and develop a ranking system to indicate the relevance of results from a
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search query, this give a user a clue to the relevance of a document. They provide a
thorough account of their user testing practices and results, and through this they
conclude that once users gain experience using information retrieval systems, they
develop a need for better and more efficient retrieval techniques to aid them in
searching.

Broder (2000) also discusses information retrieval but with regards to web based
search engines. He presents a model for three main types of search using a search
engine, dubbed as a taxonomy of web searches:
Navigational
The immediate intent is to reach a particular site.
Broder suggests that this is sometimes referred to in classical IR as ‘known item’
search. The purpose of this query may be to reach a particular site that the user has in
mind, either because they have visited it before or they assume that it exists.
This approach may result in what Broder calls ‘hub’ results, where the result is a
group of acceptable results, for example a list of associated newspapers.
Informational
The intent is to acquire some information assumes to be present on one or more web
pages.
This type of search, says Broder, is to find information assumed to be available on the
web in static form. No further interaction is predicted apart from reading. In this
context static form means that the document is not created in response to the user
query, he suggests that this definition may be blurred due the characteristics of third
generation search, which may result in dynamic pages based on search criteria.
But this does closely resemble classic IR in many ways. Broder identifies however
that on the web, the difference is that information queries can be extremely wide, for
example, ‘Cars’ or ‘Scarborough’ (Authors examples), while some are narrow –
‘normocytic anaemia’ or ‘Scoville heat units’ (his examples).
In his research, he finds that in 15% of all searches the desired result is a collection of
links on a subject rather than a good document.
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Transactional
The intent is to perform some web-mediated activity.
This search type is intended to lead a searcher to a site where more interaction can
occur, for example, to find a shopping site. This type of search was hard for the
researcher to evaluate as it was not possible to easily determine whether a search
query was fruitful just by the results, for example the prices of the goods that a
searcher was interested in on a shopping site would not be available to the search
engine records.
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2.2 Meta Data
As way to enhance a search for information, some systems use digital meta-data
linked to information resources to describe the items being searched for. This allows
the system to better ‘understand’ the data within the system and subsequently the
system may match this ‘understanding’ to a searchers query.
The methods for recording this meta-data are discussed here briefly, specifically how
meta-data can be stored using three different types of storage structures – Taxonomy,
Ontology and Folksonomy.

2.2.1 Taxonomy
Taxonomy can be described as a hierarchical structure that classifies its elements; its
original form was to describe organisms in nature.
It is a system that has strict rules of classification and vocabulary, as items can only fit
into the their correct place in the hierarchy, as described by the complete hierarchy to
that place
Taxonomies are used throughout the scientific community to classify objects of the
real world, not just organisms. These taxonomies have a strict structure and must have
agreed rules about entries and alterations.
In the digital world data is often included in taxonomy like structure such as file
systems. This is a simple taxonomy, as well as being a single parent structure;
taxonomy can have nodes with multiple parents which a file system cannot.

Webster (2005) gives one such example of a digital taxonomy structure; DMOZ
(DMOZ, Online), which classifies subject areas by defining hierarchy of preceding
disciplines e.g. for java programming, the root node is the DMOZ top node, Figure 1
shows the remainder.

Computers
Programming
Languages
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Java
Figure 1 - Example of DMOZ’ taxonomy

This gives a description of the subject at this level of the hierarchy and also gives
options for ‘travelling’ down further into the ‘Java’ subject.
Specifying a full hierarchy for an object could be considered a drawback of a system
when considering ease of use, as a user has to classify an entry location to find an
item as touched on by Mathes (2004) when he said “[…]it would be impossible to get
users of these systems to use a complex, hierarchical, controlled vocabulary[…]”.
But, for the same reason, some argue that it is a good thing to be more precise when
classifying objects. Adams (2000) likens a taxonomy to a librarian who is concerned
with how patrons retrieve information with the aid of technologies, whereas she
suggests that “software developers focus on the role ontologies play in the reuse and
exchange of data while librarians construct taxonomies to help people locate and
interpret information.’”

2.2.2 Ontology
As mentioned before, ontology can be described as a subset of taxonomy. Also, it
implicitly describes its data only in its own level of hierarchy. This differs from
taxonomy which describes the classification route to the level in the hierarchy.
An example of an ontology system in the digital world is a system called WordNet
(WordNet, Online), which is an online lexical reference system. A user can search
using a word, and will be presented with the meaning of the word, and its other
possible meaning and associated words (like a thesaurus). For example, the word
‘Java’ gives the result in Figure 2.

S: (n) Java (an island in Indonesia south of Borneo;
one of the world's most densely populated regions)
S: (n) coffee, java (a beverage consisting of an
infusion of ground coffee beans) "he ordered a cup of
coffee"
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S: (n) Java (a simple platform-independent objectoriented programming language used for writing
applets that are downloaded from the World Wide Web
by a client and run on the client's machine)
Figure 2 - An example of Wordnet’s ontology

In order for this system to work, the system must explicitly describe each data element
in the system, which as with a taxonomy, requires strict rules and vocabulary.

2.2.3

Folksonomy

‘"Taxonomy" is from the Greek taxis and nomos. Taxis
means "classification", and nomos (or nomia) means
"management". "Folk" is from the Old English folc,
meaning people. So "Folksonomy" literally means
"people's classification management"’
WikiPedia, 2005
This neologism ‘Folksonomy’ was ‘coined’ by Vander Wal (2005), when explaining
the nature of public information sharing websites such as Flickr (Flickr, Online) and
Delicious (Delicious, Online), which both use a Folksonomy type of categorisation.
Folksonomy is the concept of categorisation, not in the strict sense of taxonomies and
Ontologies which have a set of rules for classification, but where categorisation is
managed by the users of the system, who are using their own vocabulary to
collectively describe the same piece of information (Vander Wal (2005), (WikiPedia,
Online)).
Butterfield (2004) suggests that a Folksonomy is 90% of the value of a proper
taxonomy, but 10 times simpler. However, Mathes (2004) discounts this as vastly
overstated, but goes on to say that “The comparisons are almost irrelevant as it would
be impossible to get users of these systems to use a complex, hierarchical, controlled
vocabulary”.
The method behind a Folksonomy is generally implemented as a flat namespace
hierarchy, in that there is exactly one level of hierarchy, which are keywords. These
keywords are used to describe the entries in the system.
The objects in these systems then become part of a group or community of similarly
‘tagged’ object. Udell (2004) describes this as having a tight feedback loop, as the
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user is encouraged (by not seeing his object in the correct community) to correctly
‘tag’ his data.
Mathes (2004) suggests that where some authors refer to this process as classification,
it is in fact categorisation. The data is not being determined by its tags, but merely its
relevant categories.

2.3 Findings
This chapter has identifies that there are a number common traits and behaviours
employed when searching for information. Wilson identifies that there are four main
categories of information seeking relating to the type of search that is taking place,
Choo et al (2000), breaks this down into six sub classes of search that define the
behaviour that takes place when searching. Marchionini describes the eight key
processes involved in the method of searching, whilst Broder describes the three
primary goals of search.
This chapter has also served to describe three methods for giving meaning to
information, allowing it be better understood by the system employed to search for it.
The descriptive nature of taxonomies and ontologies are weighed against the
simplicity of the community keyword based folksonomy.
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3 Comparison of Similar Systems
This chapter starts by analysing the information from Chapter 2, identifying six
behaviours and traits of a searching system. These are used to define a set of criteria
to evaluate whether a search system allows natural searching behaviour.
These criteria are used to evaluate five information search systems. A comparison of
each system is given, determining what traits they do and do not possess that allow
humans to naturally search for information. The systems that have been tested and
compared are: Flikr, Image Registration System, Mappr, Multimap and Google Earth
& Communities.

3.1

Drawing from the background

3.1.1 How people search for information
From the background information it is possible to draw a picture of what a human
needs in a system in order to be able to search successfully. A system that allows a
user to easily find information should have the following behaviours and traits:
Easy Navigation
Representing Rhodes’ finding action, Ellis and Choo et al’s starting action, Broder’s
navigational goal and Wilson’s passive attention category.
Detailed Searching
This represents Marchionini’s methods of formulating a query and execute search,
Rhodes seeking, wondering and exploring actions, Broder’s better searching
techniques goal and Wilson’s active searching category.
Passive Searching
This relates to Wilson’s passive attention, passive searching and ongoing search
categories, Marchionini’s reflect/iterate/stop processes and Rhode’s wondering
action.
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Browse Results
This represents Ellis and Wei Choo et al’s chaining behaviour and Marchionini’s
examine results process.
View results details
This represents Ellis and Choo et al’s differentiating and extracting behaviours and
Marchionini’s examine results and extract information processes.
Repeat Searching
This represents Marchionini’s reflect/iterate/stop processes, Ellis and Choo et al’s
chaining and monitoring behaviours, Rhodes’ questioning action, Wilson’s ongoing
search and passive searching category and Broder’s informational goal.

From these behaviours and traits, criteria can be defined on which systems can be
evaluated to determine how close they conform to natural search behaviours. The
following criteria therefore determine whether a system uses these traits to help the
searcher find information.

Is the system easily navigable?
Can a user find what they need?
Is the system easy to understand?
Does the system give enough search detail?
Are results relevant?
What types of searching are allowed? (active/passive/spatial)
Does the system allow chaining - Can a user search back and forth
through the results where possible?
When information is found, is it linked together naturally?
Can the user browse the information within the system, or does it
involve a separate process?
Does the system display information in a natural way?

3.1.2 Storing meta-data
From an abstract point of view, it is logical to use a very descriptive form of context
storage such as a taxonomy or ontology. These types of storage would enable data
within a system to be clearly classified and understood by that system. However these
14

two methods are difficult to understand from a human point of view, as data involved
relies on very precise rules of classification, which could be easily misunderstood.
The single hierarchy structure of a Folksonomy however, would be far more
understandable from a user’s point of view. As in general a user may be able to easily
differentiate between meanings of a keyword, and understand its context using other
clues that in most cases may be too complex for a computer system to understand.
For example in the case of an image, an average human user could normally very
quickly understand the meaning of a keyword from the contents of the image.

In order to determine whether a system has an understandable way of storing and
presenting information, it is possible to identify which method is employed. This way
we can determine whether the system makes good use of its methods of storage and
presents it in a way that can be easily understood and searched.
The following simple questions therefore allow us to determine what type of context
system is being employed and how easy it is to use and understand.

Does the system provide accurate meta-information?
To what detail is information data stored?
Keyword, Ontology, Taxonomy
Is the information stored logically and naturally?

3.2

Method of Evaluation

For each system evaluated, the criteria identified above were applied. The questions
were designed to give a good overall understanding of the system, and to identify
where these systems fail to cater for the natural searching traits and behaviours
identified above.

3.3

Systems Evaluation

This section shows the results of the evaluated systems and a description of each
system, it also discusses the similarities and comparisons between the systems. Table
1 shows the results of the evaluation of all of the systems.
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Image Registration and
Multimap

Retrieval

Mappr

Flickr

Google Earth & Communities

No

yes - keyword + city

No - just markers

Yes - (Folksononomy)

Yes - Ontology

Based on location

keyword

Images - keyword based

Keyword Folksonomy

KML / XML Ontology

yes

spatially

Yes

Yes, searchable, clickable

Does the system provide accurate metainformation
To what detail is information data stored Keyword, Ontology, Taxonomy

not really Is the information stored logically and naturally

advertising

Very, can use spatial navigation
through application, or by searching

Is the system easily navigable - Can a user find
what they need
Is the system easy to understand
Does the system give enough search detail - Are
results relevant
What types of searching are allowed?
Active / Passive / Spatial

yes - click and search

to an extent - limited

Keyword - not easily

Yes

forum

yes

yes

yes

Yes

Yes once learned

map

no

no - not easy to search

can be ambiguous

yes but massive data sets

key / phrase

location search - keyword

Keyword

Keyword only

keyword / phrase

Active / Spatial

Active / Spatial

Active/ Spatial

Active

Active / Spatial

yes - shows location

Yes

Does the system allow chaining - Can a user
no - but implementation

search back and forth through the results where
possible

no - unless click map

may

no

yes - as based on simple

very unique spatial interface

clickable keywords

+ forum post searching
Linked from forum as KML therefore

When information is found, how is it linked - Can
the user browse the information within the
system, or is it a separate process

yes - browse one at a
time

Yes

yes - spatially

design shows yes

yes - spatially

Table 1 – Systems Evaluation results table
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is separate process, but is direct

keyword/author

within the application

easy to see what you are

no - not implemented, but

Does the system display information in a natural
way

no -have to re search

browsable by

supposed to do

Yes - spatially

3.3.1

Flikr

Figure 3 – Screenshot of Flikr

Flickr.com is a web-based image storage and sharing system based around contextual
'tags'. The system is owned by Yahoo inc. and is currently in ‘BETA’ version,
allowing for continued development.

Users of the systems are encouraged to upload their images with contextual ‘tags’ that
describe the images they are uploading. There are two user types in the system,
general members who have basic accounts which entail moderate upload bandwidth
limits, meaning they can only upload a limited collected file size per month, and ‘pro’
users who have larger bandwidth constraints and greater searching abilities within the
system, and access to the original images of general users, they pay for this privilege.

Flikr meta information is stored in a folksonomy, this is a simple and easy to
understand keyword based system and affords easy user interaction and
understanding. Users of the system use keyword searching to find items within the
system, this can be by either entering a keyword, or by simply clicking on a
hyperlinked keyword. Every keyword displayed in the system can be clicked to show
more results based on that keyword. This ties directly into the browsing behaviour;

users can chain endlessly within the system based on whatever the previous search
brought up. When a user wants to see more information about an image within the
system, they can view more specific information, a description is show about each
image, and there may also be information about specific areas on the image itself.
This linking and browsing facility may lead to further chaining through the system
through the associated keywords with the image.
It is also possible to do keyword searches with regards to particular users in the
system, just bringing up images for that user, or group of users. There is no particular
functionality for spatial searching but some users have tagged images in the system
with latitude/longitude references.
This system is an excellent demonstration of how searching for information is made
easier by catering to the natural methods of searching that users employ.

3.3.2 Image Registration and Retrieval System
This system is a BSc Project (Chadband 2004) undertaken at the University of Hull’s
Centre for Internet Computing at Scarborough. The system uses MMS email
messages to populate a database with image information along with spatial data about
the images location.

Evaluation of this system was based solely on the dissertation report that was
available. This means that the physical system was unavailable for testing, however
from the information contained within the report it was possible to gauge the systems
performance again the evaluation criteria.

This system records meta-information by a combination of keyword and location
name. For example a use could search for ‘history’ the city of ‘Scarborough’, and
relevant results would be returned, this means information in the system is retrieved in
a natural manner.

The evaluation section of the report identifies a need for further ability for searching,
allowing a user to search with more specific terms and further spatial accuracy. The
lack of this specific searching ability means it would be difficult to perform ‘chaining’
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easily through relevant result sets. Linking to and browsing of image information
however is more useful, as specific entries could be viewed in more detail.
3.3.3

Mappr

Figure 4 – Screenshot of the Mappr application

Mappr is based on the Flikr system previously mentioned. It is a ‘beta’ system that
uses the Flikr API to extract images with location information attached to them, such
as location names, or specific latitude longitude tags. It uses the images and the
location information and paints the images onto a map. This allows a user to view the
images mapped to their extrapolated location searchable by tag.

This system is limited to search and display images for specific tags displayed on a
map of the USA. There is no direct way for users to add entries to the system, but the
system does use the Flikr API to update its entries.

As this system is based on the API offered by the Flickr system, it is restricted to the
meta-data provided from the Flikr system. Searching within the Mappr system is
limited to particular keywords, and is spatially restricted to the USA. It is not easy
therefore to chain through the site. However, the data within the system seems to be
increasing as more data is gleaned from the Flickr API. The interface to the site is
interesting and gives a different way for users to search for images based on the image
location.
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When browsing the image data itself, information is given about the accuracy of the
location. This appears to be based on the number of location identifying keywords are
recorded with the image.
3.3.4

Multimap

Figure 5 – Screenshot of Multimap

Multimap is a mapping service that provides online map images. Users can search for
road maps or satellite images at a particular location. The system advertises spatially
relevant information about local services such as hotels and restaurants alongside map
information. Users can use the map data on their own sites, for a fee, via a basic (or
more complicated) API. This service has an intuitive interface allowing users to
‘click’ around the map at different levels of zoom.
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3.3.5

Google Earth & Communities.

Figure 6 – Google Earth Application Screenshot

Google Earth and its associated community forum is a powerful map application that
allows users to view information on a representation of the earth. It uses an XML
based mark-up language to describe the place-marks within the system.
The community system allows users to contribute to that data shown on the globe.
Either by users downloading the KML files or by activating the community layer to
show in the application. This means that users can add entries to the globe that every
user can choose to view.
The system also uses the data provided by Google Maps and Google local to populate
the system. This means that advertisers with these other services also have their
advertisements shown in this system.
The user navigates the application by either searching or by browsing the globe with a
mouse or other compatible input device. The search facility has three options, fly to,
local search or get directions.
Users can browse through the community forum for specific topics of interest and the
globe application and find entries from advertisers and place-marks contributed by the
community systems. Users can chain from entry to entry by simply navigating the
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globe interface. This system supports many of the natural search behaviours apart
from passive searching, however it could be argued that passive information is learned
whilst performing the active searching process.

3.4

Concluding Comparisons

The comparisons show that these systems all cater in some way to most of the natural
way in which a human searches for information, as would be expected from an
information search system.

All systems were easy to understand with only Information Registration and Retrieval
not available for access, meaning it was not possible to evaluate its navigability.

Of the systems compared, Flikr and Google Earth & Communities showed the fullest
adherence to the criteria identified for comparison, they both allowed easy navigation,
detailed searching, browse results, view results details and repeat searching. Both of
these systems employ different methods of storing and extracting context information.

All but Multimap and Google Earth and Community allowed the use of keywords to
describe and search for the data within the system; however these systems provided
more complex methods of searching which could be argued to be a super-set of search
terms that included keywords, therefore being more powerful.

In some ways they all contained some sort of spatial based information, Google Earth
& Communities, Image Registration and Retrieval and Multi-map were truly spatially
searchable, with Google earth and Communities and Multimap being searchable to a
very precise location.

Only Flickr and Google provided the ability for chaining through results, with Flickr’s
well structured hyperlinked tags and Google Earth and Communities powerful globe
interface. However, as would be expected with any search system, all of these systems
showed that they could display more information about a particular search result.
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None of the systems employed any truly passive searching methods; all of these
systems were geared towards active searching. This means that none of these systems
allow the user to pervasively find information.
Missing Criteria
As part of the systems evaluation, other criteria for evaluation became apparent; these
were aspects of the systems that although not identified in the background, would be
desirable in a search system:

Does the system have multiple access methods?
Does the system have an API of any sort?
Is there a two way interaction, i.e. can users contribute to the
system?

3.5

What’s Missing?

There is a lack of support for passive searching in all of the systems evaluated. As
identified in chapter 2 (2.1), passive searching and passive attention allows the
gaining of knowledge and information pervasively. If included in a search system
along with the other identified traits, this may add value to the searchers task. Whilst
searching for a specific task he may also gain extra information about the object of the
search as suggested by Choo et al’s (2000) differentiating behaviour.
Between all of the systems, most of the criteria have been matched and most have
succeeded when it comes to finding results within its search domain.
However, this comparison identifies a lack of a system that provides the spatial
information set of Google Earth and Communities mixed with the simple keywords
based community information system of Flikr, translated into the natural world in a
way that allows a human to pervasively and passively retrieve the ubiquitous
information about their surroundings from the digital world.
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4 Model and System Design
Chapter 3 identified that from the systems evaluated, a system to allow pervasive
searching of ubiquitously available information about real world locations has not
been developed. It was identified that being able to pervasively find information
allowed a searcher to gain extra information about their goal as part of their search.

This chapter draws from the Chapter 3 by using the missing elements identified
combined with the information from the background chapter to build the conceptual
model that forms the basis of this project. It discusses from an abstract point of view
what generic elements need to be included in the model and also how the elements of
the system should operate and the functions they should perform.

4.1 Elements
It was identified that in Chapter 3 that current systems available have most of
common traits and behaviours that make up the natural human searching behaviour,
but none of these system have catered for the natural methods of searching; passively
and spatially. A system that employed this type of searching could be considered to be
a passive gathering engine, as opposed to an active search engine.

This section takes an abstract view of a search system, and identifies the critical
elements that are required for pervasively searching for ubiquitous information about
the real world. Such a system is made up of the following elements:
Searcher
The system must serve a purpose to a user.
Information
The goal of the search is to find information and is the object of the search.
Context
Information must be relevant to what is being searched for.
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Location
The information must be at a particular location in order to be searched for or else
how can it be found?
Method of search
There are a number of search behaviours and traits that a human uses to find
information.

4.2 Conceptual system model
The elements can now be visualised, Figure 7 shows the conceptual model from an
abstract point of view and symbolises the relationship between the different elements.

Searcher

location
Context

Information

Figure 7 - Conceptual Model

The searcher is the primary element to the system, the user could be though of as the
search engine, the element that drives the system on, because the user determines the
other elements within the system.

Location is determined by the user, and by the information as both user and
information have a location.
Context is also determined by both user and information. A user has a specific search
context or search term, and information has a specific context that gives it meaning.
Location could be thought of a part of context, as it in part helps to identify
information by its location.
The method of searching is determined by the user’s actions. The user is at a
particular location and has a particular ‘interest’ represented by his context. By being
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at a particular location and having a particular context, the user is also linked to
information at that particular location with that particular context.

The figure is representing information searching, if there was no search for
information, the rest of the elements would not be required, and therefore would not
exist, from this point of view the method of searching is a holistic one.

4.3 Generic System Design
This section deals with taking the conceptual model and creating an actual system
design based on the principles of the conceptual design. This section will not focus on
technical aspects of the design as this is covered later in Chapter 5.

Figure 8 shows the first-pass design of a possible system. The figure incorporates all
of the elements identified in the conceptual model, and has extrapolated them into a
real-world view.

Spatial Reference Database
Location Aware
Client
Serice Point

Resource Warehouse

Context Reference
Figure 8 - First-pass system design

In this view, the system can be seen with all of the important elements incorporated
into it.
The spatial reference database is where the location information about information or
resources is held. This spatial reference database can be used to perform spatial
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‘lookups’ and retrieve references to the resource warehouse.

A spatial database

search can be performed in the following manners:
Polygon/Area
Returns resource identifiers that fall within a polygon
Path
Returns resource identifiers that fall along a path
Bufferzone
Returns resource identifiers that fall within a buffer zone of a path or point
Intersect
Returns resource identifiers that cross a path
Disjoint
Resources that do not cross a given path

The resource warehouse stores the information and data of the system. Attached to
each resource within the resource warehouse is a reference to an entry in the spatial
reference database indicating the resources location, and a reference to information in
the context database which identifies the meaning or context of the resource.
A resource in the resource warehouse could in fact be a collection of smaller
elements, but the collection is referred to as a resource.

The context database is equally important in the system. This holds information about
resources context. Each resource has a set of data that gives it context, this be simple
keywords, or an entire collection of associated data of different types. Similarly a
searcher or user of the system will use his context as a means for searching. This
context will be in the same format as the resource context is held. The users context
will be representative of his ‘interests’ and is effectively the searcher’s search
parameters.

The service point is the point at which the searchers client system will interface with
the storage system. The service point is the clients gateway to the system, and can be
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considered to be an Application Programming Interface (API) of sorts. This service
point is where the results of the search as presented to the client. In order to present
this information, the system must know the client’s location and the clients search
terms or ‘interests’.

The user interfaces with a location aware client. The client is able to determine its
location by some means, perhaps by getting location information from the user,
getting co-ordinates from an external or internal device, or by calculating its location
by other means. The client is also able to acquire the users ‘interests’ or search
context. It can use this information to query the service point with the searchers search
parameters. The service point then returns the results of the search in some manner to
the client, which in turn displays the results to the user.
Further to this, the client can manipulate the results in response to the user’s repeatsearch requests or changed parameter to display results in a different way, or reformulate a request to the service point to get new set of results.
4.3.1

Section conclusion

This section has proposed a conceptual model that formed the basis for a basic generic
system design. From this basic system design it is now possible to discuss an actual
implementation of the system. Chapter 5 will discuss the technical considerations for
implementing a system, and will discuss how a case study system was designed and
applied using this generic model.
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5 Technical Discussion and Implementation
This chapter compares the different technologies tested when considering the
implementation platform used for the system. The second part of this chapter deals
with how the case study implementation was developed. What processes were
involved and the compromises that were made during the process.

5.1 Applying a case study to the generic model
There are many possibilities for an implementation of this generic model. It could be
used as a directed marketing tool, an employee task scheduler, a media mapping
project, enhanced fieldwork application, a blogging platform, a tourist information
system, entertainment guide, a geo-gaming platform, a team building exercise system,
a task completion system and many more.

As the generic model is designed to cover spatial resource searching in context from a
general point of view, it was decided to use a general case study model, one that could
encompass most of the aspects of the general system, but still be specific enough to
test within a particular domain. The model that was chosen was a mixture between a
public/tourist information system, arts and performance guide and blogging platform.

Scarborough has a vibrant entertainment scene with the university influencing a lot of
local events through its music and performing arts departments. There are events
taking place all over the place and there are plenty of bars restaurants and clubs
around to keep people amused.

There is also plenty family entertainment facilities around such as days out and playparks, cinemas, arcades and a funfair. There is also some interesting history to be
found around Scarborough. With all of these things going on, it would be useful to
have information available in the palm of your hand, allowing you to find things you
are interested in, and also to give extra information that would not normally be
available.
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5.2 Final Implementation
The system was developed on an Apache 2.0 server, with PHP v 5 and MySQL v5,
the Application interface was created in Visual Studio 2005 for the Pocket PC swith
C# and the Microsoft .NET 2.0 Compact and .NET 2.0 framework. The web interface
uses xHTML and CSS.
These were designed for final use on:
An XDAIIi with the .NET Compact Framework 2.0 Installed (Pocket PC Application)
and with a Bluetooth module; Any modern browser supporting HTML and CSS.

5.3 Technical Discussion
This section will firstly determine what was needed to implement the conceptual
model in the domain of the case study; it will then discuss the available choices and
justify the choice of technology used for this implementation.
5.3.1

What’s needed – requirements

From the generic model we can determine what elements are needed to form an
implemented system. This can be split into two parts, server side and client side.
Server Side
Server
A Platform to serve information from, this relates to the Service Point part of
the generic model.
Information Database
A place to store the information in the system, relates to the Resource
Warehouse part of the model.
Spatial Database
Stores location information for the resources of the system, relates to the
Spatial Reference Database of the model.
Context Database
Holds contextual about resources, relates to the Context Reference of the
generic model.
Client Side
Client application
This application that the user interfaces with to perform searches.
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Location Identifier
This is some form of device or process which provides the location awareness
to the client application.
The following discusses and evaluates technologies that could be used to implement
the system.
5.3.2

Server-side Platform Choices

This section will discuss the choices made when deciding which platforms the system
should be developed on and for.

The following discussion compares the available platforms and the choices made,
firstly for server side, then client side. The comparisons are made when considering
their use upon the hardware available to the author:

Server machines running

different operating systems (Windows XP, FreeBSD and Fedora Core).
Server
Two HTTP server platforms were evaluated: The Apache Software Foundation’s
Apache web-server and Microsoft’s IIS web-server.
Apache web server
This is often the server of choice for web hosts, as it is a free, open source system that
is well supported by the open source community. Apache is currently in its 2.0
version, which offers superior functionality to previous versions. It supports a large
range of libraries and extensions including PHP and JSP (Apache Tomcat server).
This web server will run on most operating systems including all *nix based systems
and windows. The installation process is fairly simple and the latest versions of the
software come with installers that make the process very straightforward.
IIS
This is Microsoft’s standard web server available for windows based machines only, it
is another popular web-server that has strong support from its manufacturer. It can be
used in conjunction with other available web systems such as PHP and
My/PostgreSQL, however it works best with other Microsoft systems.
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This web-server can be installed with ease on a windows machine running Windows
XP Pro. However, it can prove difficult to add non-standard extensions such as PHP
to the server.
Databases
As with servers, there are a number of options available for databases servers.
Identified previously (5.3.1) was the need for three separate databases, however, the
requirements of these databases are fairly straight forward, and could be dealt with by
one database server, the only exception being the requirements of the spatial database.
As discussed in Chapter 4.3 a spatial database is a database that can perform a number
of spatial query types: Polygon/Area, Path, Bufferzone, Intersect and Disjoint. As
discussed by Chadband (2004) who references Güting (1994), a spatial database is a
normal database with spatial extensions installed that are able to handle spatial
queries.
This means that all three database elements of the system could be implemented with
one database. This said, all that remains is to determine which database system is
most appropriate to this case study implementation.

The relational database systems considered were: MySQL and PostgreSQL.
PostgreSQL
This system is made by The PostgreSQL Global Development Group (PostgreSQL,
Online) and The University of California and is a system released under the BSD
Licence (Open Source Initiative, Online). The system is a fully featured relational
Database system which conforms to the standard for SQL. It is also the preferred
database system used at the Centre for Internet Computing at the University of Hull.
As mentioned previously, this system can support spatial queries, when installed with
a spatial extension called PostGIS which according to the website ‘spatially enables
the PostgreSQL Server’ (PostGIS Website, Online). This extension fully supports the
OpenGIS Simple Features Specification for SQL (The Open Geospatial Consortium
Inc, Online), although has not been submitted for conformance testing according to
the website.
MySQL
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There are a number of editions available, but the standard/community edition is the
one that was chosen for comparison. This system is produced by MySQL AB and is
released under the GNU General Public Licence (GNU, Online). This system is
another fully featured product which according to their web site (MySQL AB,
Online): ‘It's used in more than 8 million installations ranging from large corporations
to specialized embedded applications on every continent in the world.’. This database
system is one that is regularly the system used on a lot of web hosts.
As discussed before, this system also allows spatial queries. However this system
does not need special extensions to operate, as the latest version (Version 5) is
spatially enabled as standard. MySQL does not implement all of the OpenGIS ‘Simple
Features Specification for SQL’, but it does provide a limited subset of these however
they do not fully conform to the specification, but they are functional all the same.
Server side choices
From the web-servers compared, it became apparent that the most straight forward
one to use would be the Apache server. This is because it is widely supported by most
operating systems, and works hand in hand with both SQL servers compared as well
as many server side scripting languages. It is also the system available at the Centre
for Internet Computing, along with many web hosts.

To compliment this server installation, PHP was used as the server side (Scripting)
language. PHP Is supported by Apache, and again is supported by the CIC, and most
web hosts. PHP has extensions (as standard) for interfacing with both MySQL and
PostgreSQL along with lots of other database implementations. Therefore it is useful
regardless of which database solution is chosen.

Finally, MySQL was chosen as the prototype platform for this implementation. The
reason for this was its ease of use, and widespread popularity. The implementation did
not need a very powerful database system for prototyping, and therefore, due to its
limited installation needs (i.e. no extra extensions to install) it was chosen over
PostgreSQL, However, in a fuller, larger system, it may be wise to consider using a
more powerful and complete database system. Although as discussed later (5.4.2), the
prototype system will only require the Distance() function, a fuller system may need
to support some or all other GIS functions specified in the OpenGIS standard.
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5.3.3

Client side technologies

The system model is intentionally vague when it comes to client side technologies.
This allows multiple different platforms to be used, and in fact as discussed here,
there were two types of prototype system developed with different technologies.
Client side hardware technology comparison was limited to the technologies available
to the author.
Client Devices
From the conceptual view of the system, it would be feasible for any type of device to
be used as the client system, all with different limitations and strengths and
weaknesses.
Desktop PC
This would be the first choice from a convenience point of view for developing a
prototype system. However it would not be an appropriate choice for using the system
due to its fixed location.
Laptop PC, Tablet PC
These are semi-suitable for using as client machines, as they are easily portable and
can be used independently of a fixed power supply. Also, they can easily be used in
conjunction with access technologies and location devices. However these are still
difficult use and on the move, and as such can’t be easily considered for pervasive
technologies.
Pocket PC/PDA, Smart-phone and Mobile phone
These are the desired client platforms that would be used in the prototype system, they
are lightweight and portable which lends them to the idea that a person is pervasively
finding information. Also, there is an increase in the use of mobile internet
technologies meaning that a more encompassing system could appeal to users of these
mobile technologies, promoting a larger user base. These devices however could
prove difficult to program for, as they tend to have non-standard hardware
architectures.
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Getting a Location
In order for the system to work, the client needs to be aware of its location in some
way. There are a number of ways that this could be achieved. Firstly, the most
obvious way to do this would be to use a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver to
get a location. This would be interfaced in some way to an application which would
manipulate the data as necessary. A GPS receiver can be accurate to up to 10 metres
depending on the quality of signal and number of satellites in view.

An alternative option that was considered for a mobile device using the GSM Mobile
phone network is to use a service from the mobile phone operator. An example is the
Orange location API (Orange – Third Party Services, Online), where the services
triangulates the devices position based on the signal strength from the antennae. It
would be possible to get the location up to 1 metre accuracy. However this method
could prove to be too imprecise in rural areas where the accuracy could be as poor as
10,000 metres. This also has a substantial cost (£500 per month flat fee for the first
8000 requests).

Another option was to determine a device’s location based on either a grid reference
or a post code. However, this would again prove difficult, as a general user may not
be aware of this information, he might as well be asked to provide his latitude and
longitude himself.

GPS was chosen as the primary method for getting the clients location. However, part
of the system was intended to be web-based, and therefore needed an alternative
means of getting a location.
Investigating the web-based solutions available, two main means of getting a user’s
location were evaluated.
The first is by getting a user to enter search terms to find a current address or town;
this would involve having enough data within the system to return accurate results and
could prove to be a project within itself.

The second, is to use an existing system to find a user’s location. Two systems were
considered: Multimap and Google Maps.
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Multimap has a similar method to the one described above, but is a paid for service
for displaying a map, which may or may not have actual location data associated with
it.
Using the Google Maps API, it is possible to display a map in a browser, click on a
point and return that points location in latitude-longitude format. This effectively
means a user could select their current location on the map, and provide this
information to the system. This works well in most recent browsers but is not yet
supported by any mainstream mobile device browsers.
Client side programming languages
Java
Java is developed by Sun Microsystems and was the Author’s initial choice as a
language for use with client side hardware, due to experience of the language and
online support. However, when testing initial testing took place, it was difficult and
became increasingly complex to interface with the available positioning devices.
There were also problems when trying to use it with available hardware to access the
communications ports. There seemed to be poor JVM (Java Virtual Machine) support
from the handheld device that was used for testing.
C# and .NET
This is developed by Microsoft and shares many similarities with Java in operation
and functionality. Combined with the very powerful creation environment (Visual
Studio) it becomes a very powerful solution with regards to quick prototyping. The
.NET Framework works in the same way as the JVM but for C#, Visual Basic and
C++.
Choices
C# and .NET were chosen to develop the client side applications. This was necessary
due to the hardware that was going to be used to develop the system on. But, either
language could have been used on other, more supportive hardware systems. This was
also chosen because it has pre-build libraries for easy access to data-streams from
communications ports, needed for accessing the GPS Modules through the Bluetooth
serial port.
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5.4 Implementation
The implementation process took place though a number of iterations, with various
prototype models being created, for each of the separate sections of the system: Server
Side, web interface and Client-side application. Each of these sections had their sub
processes and goals throughout the implementation.
This section will discuss the final implemented prototypes that make up the current
prototype system.

Chapter 4 defines a generic structure for implementation. Developing this model it
was possible to start constructing a prototype design. Figure 9 shows the design of the
implemented system.

Context
Matching

Internet

GPS Sattellites

GPS Reciever
Web Server
GPRS
Communication

GPRS enabled PDA

Database
GSM Operator
(GPRS)

Location Discovery/
Information Retrieval
Application

Client WebBrowser

Figure 9 - Implementation Diagram

The diagram shows three distinct ‘modules’ of the overall system: server side system,
web based system, client side system. The latter two are in fact built upon the server
side system, which can be seen as the primary system.
5.4.1

Case study system

The plan was to create a system that stored resources that consisted of text and
optionally images and tie them to a location along with keyword based context. This
information would then be made available from a web site (service point) by allowing
users to submit search parameters consisting of their location, and an indication of
their interests. These interests are defined as profiles held on the server system, and
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consist of descriptive keywords. The user would be able to use two sorts of interface,
web browser (for ease) and an application. Ideally the application and web browser
would be used on a mobile device such as a PDA or mobile phone with some means
of connecting to a network and subsequently the server. Similarly it could also be run
from a Laptop or Tablet PC.

5.4.2

Resource Server

The resource server is implemented in PHP and MySQL. The primary functionality is
to return resources to the client application. It functions as a web server by displaying
HTML in response to given parameters.
Spatial and relational Database
The database was created to be able to store all of the required information. Figure 10
shows that database schema upon which the final system was based. This schema was
developed to create the system for evaluation, but could have been implemented
differently depending circumstances and level of functionality.
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Figure 10 – Database Schema

The data dictionary appears in Appendix A showing the data types in use, worth
mentioning however, is that the location information is held as a Point data type,
which is made up an X and Y co-ordinate, in this system X is equal to Latitude and Y
is equal to Longitude, both in decimal form. Using a decimal format allows the
system to easily perform calculations on the location information, without having to
convert imperial location types (hours, minutes and seconds).
Spatial Functions (Distance())
One of the most important functions of the system is to return resources that are near
to the specified location of the user. There is a function within the OpenGIS
specification that accounts for this, the Distance() function. However this has not
been implemented by the MySQL database used, for this reason, a workaround was
necessary. This function is achieved through an SQL statement, the relevant fragment
of the get_local_matches() function is shown in Figure 11.
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SELECT
[…]
WHERE
GLength
(LineStringFromWKB(
LineString(AsBinary(location.location),
AsBinary(
GeomFromText('POINT(" . $latitude . " " . $longitude . ")'))))
)
< " . $range . "
AND […]
Figure 11 – Fragment of SQL Statement used to retrieve local resources

This statement has a number of purposes; It primarily measures the distance between
the given location ($latitude and $longitude) and the location of the resources in
the system, represented by the tables location and resource. It does this by creating a
line (LineString()) from the given location to the resource location and measuring
its length (GLength()), if the length is less than the given $range then the resource is
included in the results.

This function is designed to return results within a certain range of a given point and
can be considered to implement a buffer-zone function, where the range given
determines the extent of the buffer-zone and the line consists of only one point.

User Profile
Users within the system indicate their interests by means of a profile, which is made
up multiple keyword references. A user may have multiple profiles for different
purposes, and these can be named. For example, a profile named ‘history’ may be
formed of keywords such as ‘history’, ‘buildings’, ‘castles’, ‘sixteenth century’,
‘paintings’ and ‘tourist information’, or any number of other keywords that describe
interests. A profile can also be tagged as being the default profile. As discussed later,
the system behaves in different manners when a profile is not defined, the default
manner being that the system considers the user to be interested in everything if he
has not given specific profile information.
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Finding relevant results – Matching Algorithm
The other important function of the system is the get results that are contextually
relevant based on the users profile. The web interface (discussed later) has the facility
for users to create context profiles, and to select one of those profiles as default (as
mentioned above). The matching algorithm uses a specific profile to extract relevant
resources from all of the local resources provided by the get_local_matches()
function. If a profile is not specified, then the users default profile is used. If a user
does not have a profile the $no_profile_matches_action variable in the settings
file (discussed later) determines the behaviour of the algorithm. The default value of 1
determines that all local resources are returned irrelevant of context; however, a value
of 0 indicates that in the absence of a profile, no resources should be returned. If it is
indicated that the profile should be ignored, the algorithm returns all local resources.

The normal case is that a user does have a profile, allowing the algorithm to extract
relevant matches from the local resources.
The prototype version of this algorithm is basic, but effective. For each returned
resource, it checks whether any of the user profile keywords match any keywords of
the resource. If at least one match is found, then it is included in the returned results.
If it does not, it is not included. The algorithm is held within one function:
extract_matches($resources, $profile), meaning that it can be easily upgraded

and improved in future developments. This effectively means that an extra module
could be used to simply extract matches from the local results sets using a more
sophisticated algorithm, without affecting the behaviour of the overall system.
Controlling and returning results
The returned results are determined by a number of other variables, sent in the http
POST or GET request as parameters to a script containing the algorithms and
functions mentioned above on the server: get_matching_entries.php.
Apart from the required latitude, longitude

username and password parameters

(discussed later), the following optional parameters can be sent:
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profile_id – An identifier of a pre-defined profile
timescale – gets results created or updated within the given number of seconds in the
past
show_all_local_entries – tells the system to ignore the profile information
range – specifies the search range.

There is one remaining parameter: request_type, this determines what should be
returned to the client calling the script. If this is not specified, then nothing is returned
and can be used to simply update the users location within the system. Otherwise, it
determines the format of the results: html page of matches, just a count of matches,
html resource titles, plain resource titles, solidus (‘|’) delimited results and an html
page containing a map.

A full listing of the parameters is given in Appendix B which gives the full basic API
for accessing results information. Screenshots of the system are given in Appendix D.
Other considerations
Security
As a prototype system, security was not a major factor. However, a very basic
username and password login system was used to identify users, and to restrict access
to administration functions. In a more public system, security would become very
important, and would need to authenticate users accurately, ensuring only authorised
access to sensitive functions and any personal user details contained in the system.
Settings file
The resource server is controlled by a settings file that determines the behaviour of the
whole system. This file covers settings from how to store and display image
information to the filenames of pages on the web interface. The settings file is
included in Appendix C. This is not to be confused with the HTTP Server
configuration file.
File system versus BLOB
The system accepts images as data items as part of resources, this means that they
need to be stored somewhere. Either the actual image file could be kept on the servers
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file system, or the binary image data could be kept in the database BLOB field
(Binary Large OBject). There are benefits and drawbacks to each method. The most
straightforward method is to use the operating systems file system to store data files.
This means that files would need to be precisely referenced when retrieving them, and
could easily be served via a URL. However, if files are moved or filenames changed
after they are first uploaded, the links could break they would become inaccessible.
Storing the files in the database requires a little more effort when it comes to serving
these out again, as the files have to be read and served manually by sending the
correct content-type, size and other headers. This also means files can only be
accessed through though the database interface. It also means that the database file(s)
itself could be come very large.

Both of these methods are supported in the final system, but by default the system
stores images and other data items in the file system, but there are a number of
variables in the settings file to control this behaviour.

5.4.3

Programming for mobile devices

The mobile device application was created through a number of prototype iterations to
find the best ways to implement the different aspects.
The system needed to get the location information from a Bluetooth GPS receiver,
and then use this information along with other variables to formulate a query to the
web server.
Opening a port
Accessing the devices communication bit-stream was achieved through the native
systems communications channels, as shown Figure 12.
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[……]
public SerialPort port = new SerialPort();
// get the name of the selected port in the drop down list

port.PortName = COMListBox.SelectedItem as string;
port.Parity = Parity.None;
// get the baud rate selected in the drop down list

port.BaudRate = Convert.ToInt32(baud_box.SelectedItem.ToString());
port.StopBits = StopBits.One;
port.DataBits = 8;
try
{
// attempt to open the port for reading

port.Open();
}
[……]
Figure 12 – Code fragment showing serial port access in C#

When this process is activated, the native system opens the port for reading; in the
case of the XDAIIi Device’s Bluetooth port, the device first displays the Bluetooth
device manager, device selection screen to specify which Bluetooth device to use.

Whilst the port is open, a timer is enabled that reads data from the device using the
ReadData() function. The data from the device is read in the form of raw bytes of

information, which are inserted into an array and then converted into a string of
characters ready to be parsed.
Getting a fix - Parsing NMEA Data
The data from the GPS device is sent in the standard format of NMEA (National
Marine Electronics Association) sentences, separated by end of line characters, Figure
13 shows an example NMEA sentence (Common NMEA Sentences, Online).
$GPRMC,092204.999,A,4250.5589,S,14718.5084,E,0.00,89.68,211200,,*25
Figure 13 – Example GPRMC NMEA Sentence
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This particular sentence is for indicating position and time, however there are a
number of different types of sentences. The system parses GPRMC (Recommended
minimum specific GNSS(Global Navigation Satellite System) data), GPGGA (Fix
Data) and GPGLL (Geographic position – latitude / longitude).

These sentences give comma separated information, and can be easily parsed. Figure
14, taken from the CommLinx Solutions website (Common NMEA Sentences,
Online) shows how a GPRMC sentence is made up.
Field

Example

Comments

Sentence ID

$GPRMC

UTC Time

92204.999

hhmmss.sss

Status

A

A = Valid, V = Invalid

Latitude

4250.5589

ddmm.mmmm

N/S Indicator

S

N = North, S = South

Longitude

14718.5084

dddmm.mmmm

E/W Indicator

E

E = East, W = West

Speed over ground

0

Knots

Course over ground

0

Degrees

UTC Date

211200

DDMMYY

Magnetic variation

Degrees

Magnetic variation

E = East, W = West

Checksum

*25

Terminator

CR/LF

Key:

d = degrees
m = Minutes
s = Seconds
Figure 14 – Breakdown of an GPRMC NMEA Sentence

During the parsing process, the location information is converted into a decimal
format from its imperial format (hours minutes seconds), which matches the format
used for locations in the resource database. This information along with other useful
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information such as time, date, direction, speed and number of satellites in view are
stored in global variables ready for use by other functions of the application.
Parsing NMEA
The prototype system simply parses the NMEA data by splitting the string of data into
its components and extracting the information directly. However during the
development process, it was noted that in a later iteration of the system development,
parsing of the NMEA data should be handled by a separate NMEA object class. This
would simplify the overall process of querying the location data, and would allow it to
be used more easily throughout the system.
Querying the server
Once the location information has been parsed, a connection is then made to the
server, sending the location information along with other parameters to get matching
resources.
The application sends a standard http POST request to a script on the server; the
response is displayed on the device’s screen. The request is formulated using a
number of parameters that give the server hints as to what results should be returned.
The most important information to send is the location information; this is sent along
with authentication information (username and password), range to search within,
timescale to search within, whether to ignore any profile information and an
indication of how the information should be formatted. The results retrieval process is
activated by either starting a timer to request matches at user defined intervals, or
simply by clicking the ‘Get Matches’ button (Figure 17, later).

Resources
The object of the system is to find resources. A resource consists primarily of a title, a
description, a location and a context. As well as this information, a resource also has a
timestamp associated with it, and optionally any number of data items.
Data items are representative of objects such as images, sounds, videos, other media
files, documents or any other type of file that can be entered into the system. In its
prototype implementation, the system will only accept image files in JPEG, GIF and
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PNG format. These data items share the context of the overall resource and are
considered to be part of the resource.

Figure 15 – An example resource displayed in the web interface

Figure 15 shows an example of a resource displayed in the web interface, it shows
thumbnail images of the image data items it contains along with links to a page for
each data item that gives more details about it, and a link to the data item itself. The
data item page (example shown in Figure 16) again displays a thumbnail image, along
with data extracted from the image itself.
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Figure 16 – An example data item displayed in the web interface

The image thumbnails are generated and stored on the file system the first time the
image is requested, except in the case where the images itself contains thumbnail
information in the form of an EXIF thumbnail, where this is accessed every time
directly from the image. The behaviour of the thumbnail display is controlled by the
settings file.
Displaying results
Results are displayed in two different manners on the device, giving different levels of
information about results.
Firstly, results are shown as a list of titles and directional information, as shown in
Figure 17. This allows the user to see at a glance, whether the results may be
interesting, whilst at the same time conserving bandwidth.
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Figure 17 - Finding resources on a PDA

The information is shown in an embedded web-browser, allowing html content to be
directly displayed by the browsers interpreter, this decision was made to avoid
unnecessary parsing of returned data.

If the user wishes view more information there are two choices, either the user can
click the ‘Click to view Matches’ hyperlink, which opens a URL in a web browser
window, submitting a the query to the server with parameters to indicate more
detailed results. Or the user can un-check the ‘Just Titles’ check-box, and repeat the
search. This will again display titles in the embedded browser, at the same time
sending displaying more detailed results in the ‘View tab’, which also contains an
embedded web-browser. Appendix D shows screenshots of the application.
5.4.4

Web interface

The web interface was designed to be used by both client interfaces (Browser and
client application). The main functions of the web interface are to administrate the
data within the system, search for resources when not in their location and for users to
create and modify their own resources and profiles. There is also limited functionality
for tracking users over time. Appendix D shows full screenshots of the web interface
pages. The interface integrates with the primary search functions in the same manner
as the client applications, this allows searches to be simulated, without the need for
special equipment.
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Figure 18 – User data page

Figure 18 shows the users data page, where the user can add and remove profiles and
resources.
Device usability
The web interface was designed to be used by a small screen device as well as a
standard web browser; this allows resource information to be displayed directly on a
device as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 – Displaying resources on a PDA

Google Maps
The primary method for acquiring a location through the web interface is via Google
maps. The system can determine the latitude and longitude of a users click on the
map, meaning the user can indicate their location simply by clicking on the map as
shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 – Finding a location from Google Maps
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This can then be fed into a search query, thus generating results. Figure 21 shows the
search interface after a location has been found from Clicking on the map.

Figure 21 – Web interface search box

The web-interface also allows resources to be added to the system, location
information is derived in the same manner as described above.
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Figure 22 – Creating a resource

Figure 22 shows how the resource information is entered using an html form,
indicating context keyword using a mixture of check boxes listing keywords already
present in the system and a text entry box for comma separated keyword values.
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6 System Testing
This chapter discusses the system testing that took place to determine the systems
fitness for user testing and to test the systems limits before user evaluation.
Firstly, there is a discussion about populating the resource database with information
relevant (or not) to the case study. Then a comparison of the system against the test
criteria identified in chapter 3 is detailed. The chapter then goes on to discuss
concerns regarding bandwidth usage of the system and the reasons why this is
important (network costs etc). Finally there is a report on the field testing, where the
system was tested in a real-world environment this includes a discussion about the
‘contextual’ relevance of the results returned in the field test.

6.1 Resource population
In order for the test to take place, it was necessary for the system to be populated with
data. It was decided to populate the system with data broadly relevant to the case
study, which could also be used in the final prototype system, but also to add
resources within other domains of interest allowing a broad range of interests.

There were two methods employed to create data for the system, the first was to use a
function built into the PDA application to create resources on location. The second
method employed was to search for relevant information on the web and use the
systems map interface to create resources at approximate locations.

These methods were employed throughout the development process, as part of the
early prototype testing and on into the later stages of development.

In total, at the time of the testing, there were 86 resources in the system, all fixed to a
specific location with (mostly) relevant context. These resources were mostly spread
around the Scarborough area allowing for testing to take place at a number of
locations.
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6.2 Comparison testing
Chapter 3 identified certain criteria that evaluated the value of a system in relation to
the natural behaviours of finding information and methods of storing context. This
section applies these evaluation criteria to the case study model to determine whether
it conforms.
6.2.1

Method

The system, once populated was tested against the same criteria identified for
evaluating similar systems in chapter 3. This allows the system to be compared to
existing systems, highlighting the missing elements that this system has or has not
addressed.
6.2.2

Results

The evaluation criteria were applied using the authors knowledge of the system as a
whole and from accessing the system during the test for reference. The criteria were
evaluated in the same manner as the system comparisons (Chapter 3) to ensure
consistency.
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Does the system provide accurate metayes - Keywords, titles, descriptions

information?
To what detail is information data stored?

keywords (Basic Folksonomy) / location

Keyword, Ontology, Taxonomy
Is the information stored logically and
naturally?

yes - spatially - keyword

Is the system easily navigable - Can a user find

yes - user must search in their location and with

what they need?

multiple keywords

Is the system easy to understand?

yes - users finds resources near them

Does the system give enough search detail -

yes - accurately based on keyword, but not

Are results relevant?

possible to refine search easily

What types of searching are allowed?

keyword/location only

Active / Passive / Spatial

Active and Passive

Does the system allow chaining – Can a user
search back and forth through the results

Can view detailed results, and can resubmit

where possible?

search parameters (location)

When information is found, how is it linked Can the user browse the information within

yes - can view specific information easily - also

the system, or is it a separate process?

links to other meta information
Partly - the web interface allows viewing of
information on a map - spatially. But the
application

interface

only

lists

matching

Does the system display information in a

resources - however basic direction and distance

natural way?

information is provided

Does the system provide two way interaction?

yes - resources can be added as well as retrieved

How is the system accessed? - Does it have an
Yes - very basic

API
Does the system have multiple access

3 - web based - application - API

methods?

Table 2 - Results of system comparison on the case study system

Table 2 shows the results of the system comparison of the case study system. This
included the extra criteria that were identified after comparing similar systems in
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Chapter 3; this is to determine whether these elements have been accounted for in the
implementation of this system.

The test showed that the system did cover that basic functionality required for a
search system. However, in respect to detailed searching, it did not entirely meet the
requirements of a natural search system as although the system allows users to search
with detailed profiles, it does not allow the search to be refined easily. However it
could be argued that by changing the search parameters such as location, range and
timescale this would have the same effect.

The system partially fails with regards to displaying information in a natural way. The
web interface provides natural search results when resources are shown at their
locations on a map, and in fact this allows users to visualise how to refine their search
parameters. However, the PDA application interface does not have this functionality,
and the results are displayed as a list of entries. The PDA application interface does
however try to address this issue by giving basic direction and distance information
for the resource.

Evaluating the extra criteria determined in chapter 3, the test shows that it has catered
for this extra functionality in that it provides a very basic API for applications to
interface with, it also naturally provides two way interaction encouraging users to
contribute as well as to retrieve data from the system. These aspects bring the number
of interface points to the system to three – Web Interface, Application Interface (2)
and Basic API.
6.2.3

Comparison Findings

Whilst the system does not fully support all of the criteria identified in Chapter 3, it
does allow natural searching for information through its various interfaces and search
parameter customisation. This compares similarly to the other systems compared in
chapter 3, and does combine the key positive elements identified in these systems, as
well as allowing passive and pervasive searching.
However, the system does fall down slightly when it comes to detailed searching and
the natural display of results in the application interface. These flaws however may be
simply addressed in changes to the user interface.
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6.3 Bandwidth Testing
The system connects to the resource server when retrieving results, and therefore
needs some sort of internet connection. The PDA device used supports GPRS
connections over the cellular GSM network, this is used as the primary method of
connection to the server. GPRS connections can have significant costs associated, so
it was necessary to measure the bandwidth consumed in normal use to determine the
costs that might be involved when using the system on a general basis.
6.3.1

Method

To test the bandwidth overhead of the system, a simple test was performed to measure
the amount of bandwidth consumed when searching for results at a fixed location,
varying the request parameters to simulate different results sets. This allows an
average cost per resource result to be calculated.
The bandwidth was measured using a software application called ‘SPB GPRS
Monitor’ (SPB Software house, Online) which is provided as part of the software
package supplied with the device. This piece of software monitors the GPRS
connection and keeps a record in kilobytes of the bandwidth used.
6.3.2

Testing and results

There are three ways to retrieve results using the system interface:
Firstly, the user can request only a count of results and the results titles to be returned,
along with a small amount of extra data. Table 3 shows the results for this test.

Title’s Only
Returned Results

Cost KB

1

1

3

2

7

2

0

1

11

6

Cost per result

0.54

Table 3 – Titles only bandwidth testing results
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Secondly, the system can be set to return titles, and full match entries in a separate
process. This means that more bandwidth is consumed by retrieving this extra data,
Table 4 shows the results of this testing.

Title’s + Full Matches
Returned Results

Cost KB

3

8

7

8

0

5

1

4

11

25

Cost per result

2.27

Table 4 – Titles and Full Matches results table

Finally, it is possible to return the results in a separate browser window on the device.
This does not request the title matches at the same time as it is again performed in a
separate process. Table 5 shows the results of this test.

View in browser
Returned Results

Cost KB

1

4

3

5

7

7

0

3

11

19

Cost per result

1.72

Table 5 – View in browser bandwidth overhead results

As the results tables show, the average cost in Kilobytes per result was calculated.
As expected, the most efficient method was to use the ‘titles only’ method to retrieve
results. This amounted to approximately 0.54 Kb per result returned.
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This however, only gives title information about resources. ‘View in browser’ proved
to be the most efficient method of displaying results detail, at 1.72kb per results as
opposed to 2.27kb per results with ‘titles and full matches’. When there is a zero
result set, there is also a bandwidth overhead, as the system still needs to transmit data
across the network, and there is still some information returned. This bandwidth
overhead appears in each result set no matter what the results.

6.4 Finding resources in the field
To be able to evaluate whether the system works in the real world, and therefore be
testable with real users, it was necessary to take the system into the field and make
sure that it performed as it should do.
There were a number characteristics identified to measure the effectiveness of the
system:
The system can get a GPS Fix
System can connect to the server to retrieve resources.
Resources retrieved are within range of the search point (spatially accurate)
Resources retrieved match profile (Contextually accurate)
6.4.1

Method

The method of testing was to take measurements at intervals whilst travelling along a
particular path. The path was decided beforehand to return the most results using a
pre-set profile or context. Measurement sheets were produced to complete during the
experiment, the first, a simple map to record the approximate location where a
measurement was taken. Whenever a measurement was taken, a cross and a
measurement number were made on the map. The second was a measurement table,
which included: measurement number, latitude and longitude, number of matches,
name of profile used, the range used and the time of recording.

The measurements could then be compared to a map showing the positions of
resources on the map to determine if the system had accurately returned the correct
number of results from the position the record was taken.
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A perfect test result was determined to be:
GPS Location Fixed and continuously updated.
Resource server available and connected.
Resources match context with no exceptions.
A failed test would encompass any of the following:
Unable to get GPS location
Unable to connect to server to retrieve resources
Resources returned did not match profile entered – i.e. profile could not be
applied.
6.4.2

Results

The test was performed a number of times over a number of days and routes
throughout the prototype development, and was formerly recorded twice.
Both tests used the XDAIIi Mobile device and TomTom Wireless GPS MKII unit via
Bluetooth, connected to the resource server via the GSM cellular network over GPRS.

Figure 23 shows the route of the first test made in Scarborough town centre. It uses
the profile of ‘entertainment’ and a range of approximately 66 metres.

Figure 23 - Route travelled on the first recorded test, with relevant resources shown.

The figure also includes markers for all of the resources matching the profile used
during the test. Table 4 shows the recordings that were taken during test 1.
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record number Latitude 54. Longitude -0. #Matches Time
1

281

3989

4

1404

2

280

3985

3

1405

3

28515

3983

4

1406

4

282706

3990833

2

1409

5

283225

3993633

1

1410

6

283291

400831

0

1412

7

283231

401475

0

1414

8

2825863

402895

1

1418

9

282196

4039

0

1420

10

281646

40442

2

1422

11

281258

4038516

2

1423

12

28065

404635

2

1425

13

27993

70604

1

1427

14

280081

40474

2

1430

15

279548

4040316

0

1431

16

279898

4025633

3

1433

17

279858

402185

3

1435

18

280698

4010383

1

1737

19

281375

402165

1

1439

20

281933

4011633

2

1441

21

281911

4006933

3

1442

22

280395

3989183

3

1445

Table 6 – Results of system test 1

Test two was performed on a different route to get a full idea of the systems
performance. Figure 24 shows the route taken by system test two using the profile of
entertainment.
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Figure 24 - Route of system test two

Again the route also includes markers to indicate the resources on the map.
Record number Latitude 54. Longitude -0. #Matches Time
1

266761

3984733

1

2

267676

39896

0

3

269885

4011966

0

4

27083

4019966

0

5

271355

40242

1

6

271921

4028583

1

7

272851

40276

5

8

275151

401035

1

9

274295

40013

2

10

275255

40048

0

11

276613

4007516

1

12

277481

298813

1

Table 7 – Results of system test 2
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1702

1712

1724

Analysis
The recordings show that on the whole, the system did find the relevant number of
matches at any given point, but at some points the results were not entirely accurate,
for example, at point 1 on test 1, 4 results were returned but there were only 3
resources within the range of the sample point. This can possibly be explained by the
fact the GPS device had just been turned on and had not acquired a strong fix,
therefore giving an incorrect location, however the same phenomenon is encountered
at final point 22, which is close to point 1, where yet again, 3 matches are encountered
where only 1 should be shown. This could be attributed to the fact that at that
particular location, there are some especially tall buildings, which could be affecting
the quality of the signal, in an effect known as the urban canyon effect (Frost &
Sullivan, Online).

Test 2 also shows some similar peculiarities, for example point 6 shows a match of
only 1 resource where there is clearly 2 resources in the vicinity, but upon further
checking, it was found that an extra resource was added after the test took place and
before the map was produced.

6.5 Overall System Testing Conclusions
In general, all of the tests applied show that the system performed well, and that it
conforms to most of the criteria identified, it has also shown to be mostly accurate
with only some minor in-accuracies encountered when it comes to spatially returning
results. The system demonstrates the ability to return context based results, based on
simple keyword profiles, meaning that searches can be differentiated based on
interest. The testing has identified that the system does lack the ability to make very
detailed searches, but this is countered by the ability to repeat searches with
alternative parameters, effectively achieving the same result. The system does prove
overall to match the natural search behaviours identified in humans, and especially
with regards to pervasively finding information.
The system testing in this chapter has shown that the system is ready for user
evaluation and testing, as it provides the functionality identified in the generic model.
It is also possible to identify from the results of the system testing, issues that would
need to be addressed in further system developments:
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Detailed searching should be made more straightforward, possibly allowing a user to
specify further search terms. Also the system should deliver the results in a more
natural way, giving the user a better idea of where the physical location of the
resources is. This could be achieved by showing the resources on a map or by
providing more accurate directional information.
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7 User Demonstration and Evaluation
This chapter discusses how the system was externally verified by means of an
expert/specialist user demonstration and evaluation. It starts by explaining the goals of
the testing, followed by the method of the testing; it then gives an account of the
actual user evaluation/demonstration. The results of the evaluation are then
summarised before concluding regarding the results. Finally, the method of testing is
critically evaluated to determine whether the goals were achieved.

7.1 Testing goals
There were 8 overall goals of the user evaluation as follows:
Validate System Concept
Evaluate whether the system promotes the pervasive search for information
Does it aid the search for information?
Does the system return accurate and ‘interesting’ information (Subjective)
Evaluate Appropriateness of (Case study) application
Discover alternative uses
Determine the value of the system within a particular interest domain
Evaluate the usability of the system

7.2 Method
The method of evaluation consisted of getting an expert/specialist user to use the
system, and then elaborate on their experience through a set of directed questions and
general feedback during and after the demonstration.

From the testing goals a number of questions were produced as shown in Figure 25.
Each of these questions represents at least one of the testing goals identified above.

7.2.1

Specialist/Expert user and domain

Two specialist/expert users were asked to participate in evaluation demonstrations
from different domains of interest; Arts and Entertainment and Natural History and
Animal Sciences.
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The first user that was asked to take part was Mr. Neill Warhurst, A Tutor at the
University of Hull’s, Scarborough School of Arts. The Department’s website
(Scarborough School of Arts, Online) gives the following biography:
Neill E Warhurst BA (York) (Performance Production
Tutor) provides technical support for staff and students
in Theatre and Performance studies. Neill has worked
as a freelance lighting designer, technical manager,
design assistant, set constructor, and robotics engineer.
He has toured extensively throughout the UK and
Europe and has a particular interest in digital media
for performance.
- School of Arts Website
This user was asked to participate due to his interest and past experience of mixed
reality applications and a keen interest in how these systems can be artistically
explored to discover creative applications of hyper-reality.

The second participant was Dr Phillip Wheeler, a Lecturer in Environmental Science
at the University of Hull’s Coastal Sciences Department. The department’s website
(Scarborough Centre for Coastal Studies, Online) gives the following biography:
Dr Phillip Wheeler - Phil classifies himself as a
“curious naturalist”. He is interested in finding out why
species live where they do; what factors govern
population densities, range limits and distributions.
Research is based on linking observational data from
the field to environmental variables across wide spatial
scales using Geographic Information Systems.
- Centre for Coastal Studies Website

This user was asked to participate due to experience of using spatial systems for
fieldwork, and also due to a general interest in the use of technology in fieldwork and
recreation.

7.3 Demonstrations/Evaluations
The demonstrations were conducted in three stages, firstly, an introductory discussion
took place to explain the agenda of the experiment, the goals of the demonstration and
how the system works. Then the demonstration took place, whereby the tester and the
user walked along an agreed route using the system, the user’s comments being
recorded, questions about the system answered and any problems resolved.
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Finally, once the demonstration was completed, directed questions were asked and
any general feedback was sought.
User introduction
The goals of the demonstration were explained to the user:
Familiarise user with how the system works by demonstrating the system in
action, allowing resources to be found, using a pre set path and context.
Get specific feedback from the user regarding the test experience.
Get some general feedback and thoughts on the system

Then the user was introduced to the system through the following steps.
Introduce and discuss system.
Explain the concept of the system
Demonstrate web interface
Choose test user profile.
Show map resources and discuss route.
Demonstration
The demonstration then took place in the following manner:
Explain how to use devices/system etc.
Searching for resources/information along the route.
Return to office to go over the demonstration and get feedback.
Feedback Questions
Once the demonstration was complete, the user was asked some specific question
about their experience, as shown in Figure 25.
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What similar systems/pursuits have you experienced before?
How

does

this

system

compare

to

other

similar

systems

you

have

to

find

experienced?
Do

you

feel

this

system

has

made

it

possible

for

you

information that you may not already have know about, and did this
enhance your experience?
In your opinion, were the resources that you found, relevant to the
‘interests’ you expressed through the profile?
What potential can you see for this system, is it a valid conceptual
model for searching for ‘interesting information’?
In your particular fields of interest, can you see the benefit of a
ubiquitous interests based hybrid reality social search system?
Do you feel there are any aspects of the system that work in a unique
way?
Are there any aspects that do not work well?
Can you suggest some improvements to the system?
Would you use this system?
Figure 25 – User evaluation questions

7.4 Record of testing
7.4.1

Test 1 – Mr Neill Warhurst

Test 1 took place on Friday 03 Mar 2006 and was conducted by the author.
The test subject was briefed (as discussed above) and the demonstration took place.
The subject had already made himself familiar with the web based interface, and had
selected a profile of interests that he wished to use for the duration of the testing.
The system was updated with the user credentials, and the context was recorded as
shown in Figure 26:

Profile name: Tourist
Keywords: accommodation, adventure, bar, bar2be, barbeque, barracuda,
booze,

cafe,

performance,

castle,

cinema,

entertainment,

coffee,

food,

dancing,

grand

days

hotel,

out,

harbour,

drinks,
history,

hotel
Figure 26 – Context profile for Test 1

The user was shown a map of the area, a route was agreed upon and the demonstration
began.
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Firstly, the user was shown the device and how to use it. A quick start guide was
available for the user (Appendix E), but was not required.
The route can be seen in Figure 27 which also has the available resources that were
available in the vicinity.

Figure 27 – Test 1 Route

A number of times throughout the test, the user adjusted the search parameters of the
system. A number of times the user context profile was disabled, allowing all local
resources to be returned. Also, the range was adjusted a number of times. At one
point, although not part of the main demonstration, the user wished to see the creation
mechanism of the system, and proceeded make an entry himself, using appropriate
keywords and also a spurious keyword, which prompted specific feedback regarding
control within the system.

7.4.2

Test 2 – Dr Phillip Wheeler

Test 2 took part on Monday 6th March 2006 and was conducted by the Author.
The test subject was briefed (as discussed previously) before the evaluation started.
The user was shown the web interface, and a rough route was agreed upon. The user
profile was discussed and it was decided to use a profile that was likely to provide a
range of matches to show how the systems worked.
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Profile name: Entertainment and Information
Keywords astists, bar, barbeque, days out, entertainment, events,
family fun, food, football, free drinks, fun, karaoke, pubs, singing,
song, history
Figure 28 – Interests profile for Test 2

It was noted that this profile was not necessarily in the interest domain of the user, but
would serve to show the capabilities of the system. The route was embarked upon, as
shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29 – Test 2 Route

Throughout the demonstration, notes were taken about comments made, enabling
extra general comments along the way to be recorded.

7.5 User Evaluation Results and Conclusion
7.5.1

Test results and general comments

Both tests used an XDAIIi mobile device fitted with a TomTom Wireless MKII GPS
unit interfaced via Bluetooth. The device connected through the GSM network via
GPRS to the resource server.
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User 1 was gauged to be of moderate to expert experience when it came to the use of
mobile devices, and user 2 was felt to be of moderate experience using a mobile
device, this meant both users required little instruction to begin using the device.
During the demonstration, users actions using the device were monitored for the
primary reason of consistent use, however, it was also noted how the user interacted
with the software application.
Both users managed to ‘pick it up’ quickly, but there were a few minor actions noted:
Firstly, test user 1 expected the application to respond by updating the results
immediately when a setting was changed. This meant that there was a delay of up to
the specified refresh time (20 Seconds) before the results were displayed on the
screen. Also, both users experienced some confusion when trying to view more
information about resources, as it was not completely obvious from the interface how
to achieve this (‘Click to view matches hyperlink’).
Towards the end of the first demonstration test user 1 expressed an interest to
contribute a resource to the system using the functionality of the application. This was
allowed, and a resource was successfully created, however, the user decided to test the
system by entering a spurious keyword to see how the system coped.
Test user 2 preferred to leave the application set to ‘ignore my profile’ so that the
maximum number of results would be returned. Overall the demonstrations were
successful.
Feedback Questions
1 What similar systems/pursuits have you experienced before?
Both users had experiences some sort of spatial based system, test user 1 seemed to
have experienced systems that were most similar to this system (Geo-Caching,
Orienteering with GPS, Blast Theory events (Blast Theory, Online), artistic GeoSpatial Experiments) however test user 2 expressed an interest in general GIS systems
and uses GIS systems whilst conducting fieldwork.
2 How does this system compare to other similar systems you have experienced?
Both users indicated that there were general similarities with the systems they had
experienced, however test user 1 identified specific similarities with an event
organised by Blast Theory where users within that system had to complete specific
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tasks by finding related information on the streets of London whilst connected via a
mobile to device to internet users.
3 Do you feel this system has made it possible for you to find information that you
may not already have know about, and did this enhance your experience?
Both test users felt that using this system allowed them to find out information that
was peripheral to their normal experience. Both managed to be surprised and
enlightened at particular points when information was presented that they were not
expecting, but they were actually interested in.
4 In your opinion, were the resources that you found, relevant to the ‘interests’ you
expressed through the profile?
Both users acknowledged that the information they were receiving was based on the
profile information, and that it was appropriate to the profile. Test user 1 was
impressed with being able to see images taken at events recorded in the system (A
resource describing an event that had taken place nearby).
5 What potential can you see for this system, is it a valid conceptual model for
searching for ‘interesting information’?
Both users independently identified two categories of use for the system, firstly they
saw potential for a task based or goal based system with participants actively
searching for information to complete their task or goal. Also the idea of a treasure
trail type of game using the system as a guide to finding clues.
An example described involved finding a rare plant or interesting micro-system based
on past discoveries where the location was not straightforward to find.
Another example was that of a system which was contributed to by a collaborative
community and where users passively discovered the information. Such as a rock
climbing route information system, where time specific information about conditions
could be entered about a particular climbing route, based on the experience of others.

6 In your particular fields of interest, can you see the benefit of a ubiquitous interests
based hybrid reality social search system?
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Both responded positively, but test user 2 saw a specific use for finding interesting
information about animals and tracking the course of experiments over time at a
particular location and comparing them with nearby experiments.
7 Do you feel there are any aspects of the system that work in a unique way?
Test user 1 was impressed that the system worked well, and logically, expressing the
opinion that the generic system has a massive potential in many different applications.
Test user 2 felt that the system was unique in the way that it allows a user to passively
find interesting information.
8 Are there any aspects that do not work well?
Both users expressed an understanding that the system was a prototype, and as such
they could see past minor flaws, however the system did stop working during test 1,
but test user 1 remarked that the system seemed to recover very well.
9 Can you suggest some improvements to the system?
Both users expressed a need for a simple alert to indicate that a new resource had been
found, similar to the way SMS text messages are received on mobile devices.
Test user 1 suggested a number of improvements to the system. He felt the system
needed a better system for indicating direction and suggested the system should
include a compass of some sort. He also felt that due to his past experience, he would
be more comfortable using OS Grid references as opposed to latitude and longitude
values.
Both users expressed that they would like to be able to visualise better where
resources were in relation to them, by means of a real time map or more detailed
location information.
In particular, both users expressed a wish to be able to turn towards a resource,
allowing them to see the resource in question in the real world.
Test user 1 suggested that different aspects of their location could be used such as
altitude and implied that searching within a specific shape/area would be of use.
It was also suggested that the interface could be made more usable by allowing
individual matches to be viewed specifically, without having to first view all of the
matching resources.
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Both users also felt that the system needed to be contributed to by a large community,
allowing varied and interesting information to be added. They felt that information
submitted by a range of people would truly enhance their experience.
10 Would you use this system?
Both test users were very willing to use this system themselves if it were possible.
Test user 2 would only consider using it once the community had been established,
whereas test user 1 would be willing to be a contributor to the system.
7.5.2

Conclusion of specialist/expert user evaluation

The user’s responses indicated that the system does allow pervasive information
finding, but in its current implementation is not fully pervasive as this is prevented by
the need to actually monitor the screen of the device. However, a more pervasive
solution could easily be implemented using an alternative alert system.

As an active searching system however, the system performed to the user
expectations, suggesting that it was aiding the users in their search for interesting
information. When information was found, it was related accurately to specified
interests.

The users were both able to identify positive uses of the system within their specialist
domains, both from a conceptual point of view and as a more specific case study. This
validates the appropriateness of the application as users were able to visualise the
current implementation being used within their specific domains of interest.

The testing achieved the goal of finding new uses for the system, both users were able
to think of many possible uses into which the conceptual model could be cast into a
more specific case study.

The user interface was described as “simple and logical” to use and that it “just
works”, this can be taken as confirmation that the system as a whole is useable,
however both users required assistance at certain points, meaning that the interface
may have been overcomplicated or tasks could not be obviously achieved.
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The users’ actions and feedback suggested that the system did not adequately allow
them to physically find the subject of the information very easily, this relates to the
browsing stage of the searching behaviour identified in chapter 2, and was specifically
identified when users suggested more directional information and more functionality
for displaying results. This lack of functionality for users to find information in a
natural way weakened the benefit of the system to them. However, it may be possible
to improve this by revising the way in which information is displayed. This is a mute
point however, as the aim of the system is to provide pervasive information, and may
not actually represent a physical object, but merely be information about a location.

The feedback from users identified that search for information can be categorised into
multiple types, which relate directly to the types of searching discussed in Chapters 2
and 3; active searching and passive searching. The behaviour of one user group would
be actively searching for information in a particular area, whereas another user group
would not be looking for specific information but merely any interesting information.
There is also a mixture of the two, in task based exercises, such as a team building
exercise or a treasure hunt, where the user is actively searching for a solution to a
goal, but requires additional passively acquired information to complete the task.

User feedback has also identified a need for the system to be based on community
collaboration to create information that is interesting and useful therefore creating
rich information sources. This brings with it the need for control as identified when
test user 1 purposely entered spurious information to ‘test’ the systems response.
7.5.3

Critical evaluation of testing method

The method of testing was adequate for evaluating whether the concept of the system
was valid, and to find uses of the system in particular interest domains. However it
was not satisfactory for determining the usability of the software interface as stated as
one of the testing goals as the evaluation did not account for any specific user
interface tests.
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8 Recommendation and Further work
The aim of this project was to investigate the feasibility of a physical-world spatial
information gathering engine and to discover a conceptual model upon which to base
designs for implementation.
This was to be achieved with the following objectives
Objectives
Investigate and define the natural behaviours that define how people search for
information.
Investigate systems and structures for describing information.
Identify criteria to evaluate a search system’s support for these behaviours and
structures.
Evaluate and compare existing systems using the identified criteria.
Design a conceptual model as a framework for future development.
Create a case study model and implement a system based on the defined conceptual
model.
Evaluate the implemented system to determine the validity of the concepts and
determine the practical use of the concept in specific domains of interest.
Determine the overall feasibility of the concept.

This report started by discussing how people find information (2.1). Based on the
categories identified by Wilson, Choo et al’s sub classes of search, Marchionini’s
processes and methods of searching and Broder’s primary search goals, the author
ssuggested (3.1.1) that there are six main behaviours and traits that are employed
when searching for information; easy navigation, detailed searching, passive
searching, brows(ing) results, View(ing) results details and repeat searching.
The report also briefly covers the concept of Meta-data (2.2), detailing three methods
for indicating context: taxonomy, ontology and Folksonomy and weighing them
against each other (3.1.2).

These key behaviours were used to extract criteria by which to evaluate a search
system, to determine how well they conform to natural search behaviours. Five
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systems were tested (3.3), with two meeting most of the criteria, but with none
meeting the criteria for allowing passive or pervasive searching of the physical world.

A conceptual model was drawn from the background chapters (4.2) to act as a base
from which implementations of a search system could be modelled. The key elements
of this system were defined as the searcher, the information or object of the search,
the context of the search, the location of the object and the method of search. The
conceptual model was then used to define (4.3) a generic system model as a basic
framework for implementing a system.

A case study was applied to the generic model (5.1), generating a broad scoped basis
from which a system could be designed. The functional technological elements of the
system were determined (5.3.1), split into server side web server and database systems
and client side technologies. The most appropriate platforms upon which to
implement a system were identified and discussed (5.3.2).

The report then covered the implementation process, from the implementation design
(5.4) and clarification of the case study system (5.4.1) to the database and server
implementation (5.4.2), client side implementation (5.4.3) and finally the web
interface (5.4.4).
Chapter 6 covered the process of system testing, firstly discussing the population of
the system with relevant data (6.1) ready for testing. The system testing was split into
three areas, Comparison testing, where the system was evaluated using the criteria
defined in Chapter 3 (3.1.1 & 3.1.2), Bandwidth testing (6.3) where the network cost
of using the system was evaluated and finally field testing (6.4). The system testing
was considered positive although there were flaws identified in the system (6.5) where
it didn’t fully adhere to all of the natural methods of searching.

User testing followed the system testing, this chapter attempted to validate the
systems concept and determine if there were practical uses for the system by
demonstrating the system to two specialist/expert users (1.2.1), who gave critical
feedback about their impression of the system (1.4). The specialist/expert user
evaluation confirmed the flaws discovered in the system testing chapter, but also
along with many possible uses, identified domain specific uses for the system;
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Tracking experiments over time, Interpretive arts based on location and the need for
community collaboration. It was identified that a community system would contain a
rich information source for the users of the system.

8.1 Conclusion and Recommendation
The research into and the development of this physical world pervasive searching and
gathering system has proven to have been a technical success. It shows that it has
managed to successfully adhere to most of the rules pertaining the natural search for
information. The implementation of the system performed well during tests and does
allow the pervasive search for interest related information.

Subjectively, the system has also been successful: The specialist user evaluation
identified fully valid and useful applications of the system and even highlighted some
areas for further research.

The recommendation therefore, is that this is a valid concept, and that the search for
information is enhanced by pervasively providing ubiquitous information related to
the searchers surroundings and interests and that there are valid uses for such a system
in specific domains of interest. There may also be many other possibilities for its
application in other ways not identified by this report.

8.2 Areas for future development
Within this research and investigation, a number of areas have been identified for
further work.

Firstly investigating the benefits of allowing detailed searching at a particular location
to pinpoint exact resources locations and information could be researched to find the
most appropriate way to do this.

This report identified a need for a collaborative community based system to provide a
‘rich’ information source; this issue was generated from the user evaluation stage,
where users expressed confidence in a system that was time sensitive and contained
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local information resources in much the same way as word of mouth communication
of information.

Research into the automatic aggregation of spatially sensitive data sources along with
contextual data could enhance the abilities of this system, for example, the
aggregation and integration of Google Earth Communities data in to this system.

It was also identified that there are multiple types of user, who would use a system
such as this for different types of searching, passive and active. A usability
investigation into the needs of these users could generate rules for creating an
interface for this type of system.

Users of this system are constantly submitting their current location to the system; this
suggests that a data mining application, tracking users over time, could be
investigated for its possible uses, either from a marketing point of view, or for
statistical analysis.
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phpMyAdmin

Server: localhost - Database: mstabeler

category
Table comments: InnoDB free: 11264 kB
Field Type Null Default Comments
category_id int(11) Yes NULL
category_value text Yes

context
Table comments: InnoDB free: 11264 kB; (`resource_id`) REFER
`mstabeler/resource`(`resource_id`)
Field Type Null Default Comments
keyword_id int(11) Yes NULL
category_id int(11) Yes NULL
resource_id int(11) Yes 0

data_item
Table comments: This represents data items in the system, and is linked
via ; InnoDB free: 11264
Field Type Null Default Comments
data_id int(11) Yes NULL
data_filename text Yes NULL
data_location text Yes NULL
data_type text Yes
data_title text Yes NULL
data_value longblob Yes NULL
data_size int(11) Yes 0
data_dimension_x int(11) Yes 0
data_dimension_y int(11) Yes 0
data_dimension_z int(11) Yes 0
resource_id int(11) Yes
file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/matt/My%20Docume...20FILES/Dissertation/Appendices/Data%20Dicti
onary.html (1 of 4)30/03/2006 23:02:41
phpMyAdmin

keyword
Table comments: InnoDB free: 11264 kB
Field Type Null Default Comments
keyword_id int(11) Yes NULL
keyword_value text Yes

location
Table comments: InnoDB free: 11264 kB; (`resource_id`) REFER
`mstabeler/resource`(`resource_id`)
Field Type Null Default Comments
location_id int(11) Yes NULL
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elevation float Yes 0
direction text Yes NULL
time int(11) Yes 0
resource_id int(11) Yes
location point Yes NULL

resource
Table comments: brings together data item, location and context tables is ; InnoDB free: 11264
Field Type Null Default Comments
resource_id int(11) Yes NULL
resource_title text Yes NULL
status int(11) Yes 0
created_date int(11) Yes 0
latest_update int(11) Yes 0
user_id int(11) Yes
resource_description text Yes NULL

user
Table comments: This represents the users of the system - may need
updating; InnoDB free: 11264
file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/matt/My%20Docume...20FILES/Dissertation/Appendices/Data%20Dicti
onary.html (2 of 4)30/03/2006 23:02:41
phpMyAdmin

Field Type Null Default Comments
user_id int(11) Yes NULL
user_name varchar(20) Yes
user_password varchar(20) Yes
ip_address text Yes NULL
register_date text Yes NULL
current_location point Yes NULL
default_profile_id int(11) Yes NULL
latest_update int(11) Yes NULL
user_email_address text Yes NULL
user_level int(11) Yes NULL
user_notes text Yes NULL

user_context
Table comments: Links a user to his context via profile; InnoDB free:
11264 kB; (`category_id`)
Field Type Null Default Comments
profile_id int(11) Yes
keyword_id int(11) Yes NULL
category_id int(11) Yes NULL

user_profile
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Table comments: Gives a user a profile id - linked by user context;
InnoDB free: 11264 kB; (`use
Field Type Null Default Comments
user_id int(11) Yes
profile_id int(11) Yes NULL
profile_name text Yes NULL

user_tracking
Table comments: User Tracking table
Field Type Null Default Comments
file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/matt/My%20Docume...20FILES/Dissertation/Appendices/Data%20Dicti
onary.html (3 of 4)30/03/2006 23:02:41
phpMyAdmin

user_id int(11) Yes
timestamp int(11) Yes
session_name text Yes NULL
record_id int(11) Yes NULL
location point Yes NULL
file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/matt/My%20Docume...20FILES/Dissertation/Appendices/Data%20Dicti
onary.html (4 of 4)30/03/2006 23:02:41

Print
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Appendix B – Full Basic API
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Basic API
you can interface by sending POST data with the following parameters to:
http://mygrl.stabeler.com/get_matching_entries.php
Whenever you send a request for a search the system records the users
current_location field in the database (as sent), so if u wanted to just update your
location just send a blank parameter for request_type
required parameters:

user_name=xxx
&password=xxx
&latitude=xxx(decimal)
&longitude=xxx(decimal)
&request_type=
""
- returns nothing
full_page
- full html matches
match_count
- Just a count (html e.g. <h1>3</h1>)
match_titles_html
- html count and Titles Only
match_titles_plain
- count and Plain Titles Only (some html)
show_resources_on_map
- html map matches
match_titles_delimited
- count and Delimeted Titles - in format:
#matches|time of query(\n)
resource_id|distance in mtrs|resource title(\n)
e.g
8|12:21:47
1|263|View from the Cliffs
49|350|Holbeck Hall Hotel - Fell into the sea!
61|506|rqvine
19|546|a lamp post
20|598|scarborough view
37|599|in the canteen :)
17|607|Scarborough Campus
62|608|birdbnest

optional parameters:

&range=xxx(e.g 0.001)
(if not specified, then uses a pre-detemined range currently 0.1, rough calculation to get metres = 0.001 x 66666 =
66m approx)

&timescale=xxxx
(in seconds - e.g.86400 gets entries from the last day,
3214080000 = 100 years - if not specified returns every entry)
&profile_id=xxxx
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(uses default profile if not specified or not a number)
&show_all_local_entries=true
(if any value is sent apart from 0 or false, then ignores any
specified profile and returns all local matches)

This is not a fully functioning API, and may not work fully. Please make contact if
you have any questions.
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Appendix C - Settings File
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1 <?php
2
3 // Copyright Matt Stabeler 2006 =
4 // University of Hull, Scarborough Campus
5 // Centre for Internet Computing
6 // Created dec/2005 Matt
7 // Edited throughout jan/2006 Matt
8
9
10
11 /*
12 0 NONE
13 1 E_ERROR
14 2 E_WARNING
15 4 E_PARSE
16 8 E_NOTICE
17 16 E_CORE_ERROR
18 32 E_CORE_WARNING
19 64 E_COMPILE_ERROR
20 128 E_COMPILE_WARNING
21 256 E_USER_ERROR
22 512 E_USER_WARNING
23 1024 E_USER_NOTICE
24 2047 E_ALL
25 2048 E_STRICT
26 */
27 // sets the level of error reporting that should be shown to users
28 // ideally this should be 0, but should be 2047/2048/blank when
developing :)
29 //
30 error_reporting(2047);
31
32
33 // Database setup
34 // name of the database server - e.g. stabeler.com or
computer_name
(smiler/ziggy) or ip address
35 $database_server_hostname = 'localhost';
36
37 $database_username = "mstabeler";
38 $database_password = "monkey_grl_my";
39 $database_name = "mstabeler";
40
41 //where the connection file exists
42 $dbconn_file_location = "dbconn.php";
43
44
45 ############ do not change the values below
46 /// connect to db
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
47 if(file_exists($dbconn_file_location)) { require
$dbconn_file_location; }
48 else { output_error_message("error connecting to database!");
exit(); }
49
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///
50 // set the default $user_id - used mainly as a global variable
51 $user_id = null; // null
52 // set the default data array
53 $_USER_DATA_ARRAY = null; // null
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54 ############ do not change the values above
55
56 // determines whether user movements should be recorded.
57 $user_tracking = true;
58
59 // name of the web server - e.g. stabeler.com or computer_name
(smiler/ziggy)
60 $web_server_hostname = 'mygrl.stabeler.com';
61
62
63 // the web path to where the system can be located
64 // e.g. path/to/my/directory/mygrl/
65 // or e.g. ~username/mygrl/
66 $base_url = '';
67
68 // location of the stylesheet in relation to the base url
69 $css_filename = "stylesheet.css";
70
71
72
73
74
75
76 // default range to use if not specified
77 // this detemines the area in which results are returned from
78 // bear in mind that it realates to degrees 79 // so max of 45 would cover the whole world :)
80 $default_range = 0.1;
81 $maximum_range = 45;
82
83
84 // no profile default matches action
85 // this variable determines whether in the abscence of a profile
86 // a user is presented with all resources in the area, or no
resourcess
87 // if set to 1, then all matches are returned
88 // if set to 0, then no matches are returned
89 $no_profile_matches_action = 1;
90
91
92
93
94 ///
#####################################################################
#####
####################
95 /// this section relates to the systems behaviour with files
96 // location to store uploaded images
97 // usually 'C:/www/pdatest/images/'
98 $uploaded_files_dir =
'/usr/home/mstabeler/domains/mygrl.stabeler.com/public_html/files/';
//
directory where files should be uploaded to
99
100
101 // directory path from the base url where the file can be found
102 $data_file_dir = "files/";
103
104
105 // directory where to store temporary files
106 $tmp_files_dir = "tmp/";
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107
108
109 // directory where thumbnail images are held, is relative to the
uploaded_files_dir
110 $thumbs_dir = "thumbnails/";
111
112 // determines the prefex to attach to thumnail filenames
113 // when the file is generated (so as not to overwrite the
original
114 // if thumbs_dir = "";
115 // normal value = "thumbnail."
116 $thumbnail_prefix = "thumbnail.";
117
118 $thumbnail_max_width = 150;
119 $thumbnail_max_height = 150;
120
121 $remove_files_on_delete = true;
122123
124
125 // this switch determines whether binary data should be added to
the database
126 // normally false
127 $insert_blob_data = false;
128
129
130
131 // this determines the primary action for displaying data items
132 // if set to true, then data will be retrieved from database
first
133 // if no data exists it will check the next type of data
134 // if false, the system will display data from the file system if
poss
135 // normally false (or same as $insert_blob_data) as
136
137 $prefer_blob_data = false;
138
139 // determines whether to allow blob data to be output
140 // normally false
141 $allow_blob_output = false;
142
143 // force read file system
144 // this should only be made true if you want the system to read
and output
145 // the data from the file system
146 // requires mime.magic extension for php
147 // normally false
148 $allow_read_file_system = false;
149
150 // this is the alternative action to prefer blob data,
151 // the system will try to reference data items by their url
152 // on the web server. if set to false, the blob data will be
shown if
available
153 // otherwise if force_read_file_system is set to true then data
will be
sent if able :)
154 // normally true
155 $make_data_url = true;
156
157 // determines whether the filesystem location of data item should
be
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recorded#
158 // normally set to true
159 $store_file_location = true;
160
161
162 // determines whether image exif data should be shown as part of
the
163 // data item display page
164 $show_exif_data = true;
165
166
167
168 // default action if not specified by user
169 // determines whether thumnail images are shown on
170 // data display page, and resource page
171 // this can be server intensive if images are made on the fly!
172 // default true
173 $show_thumbnails = true;
174
175 // determines whether thumbnails are shows in the results of a
seach
176 // default false
177 $show_thumbnails_in_results = false;
178
179
180 /// not implemented
181 // determines whether thumbnails should be stored on the file
system
182 $store_file_system_thumbs = true;
183 // not implemented184
185
186 /// not implemented
187 // determines whether thumbnails should be output
188 $allow_file_system_thumbs_output = true;
189 // not implemented
190
191
192 // not implemented
193 // url_thumbs?
194 // determines whether urtl thumnails should be used
195 // similar to make_data_url
196 $make_url_thumbs = true;
197
198
199 // determines whether thumnails should be stored as a blob entry
in the
database
200 $store_blob_thumbnails = false;
201 // not implemented
202
203
204 // determines whether a blob thumbnail can be output if the user
requests it
205 $allow_blob_thumbnail_output = false;
206 // not implemented
207
208
209
210 // location of icon that should be output instead of a thunbnail
if a
stored file is
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211 // not an image
212 $default_file_thumbnail =
"/usr/home/mstabeler/domains/mygrl.stabeler.com/public_html/files/ico
n_fol
der/Media.gif";
213 $default_file_thumbnail_path = "icon_folder/Media.gif";
214
215
216 // used to determine how long a filename can be before a unique
filename
is added before it
217 // usually 20
218 $filename_lower_limit = 20;
219
220 // path to shared functions file
221 $path_to_shared_functions = "shared_functions.php";
222
223 // determines the string that seperates keywords (when submitted
by form
for example)
224 // usually ","
225 $key_seperator = ",";
226
227
228 // number
229 $checkbox_columns = 4;
230 $checkbox_limit = 60;
231
232 // this setting determines whether catgories/keyowrds are matched
when
checking for matches
233 // it may also detemine whether categories are allowed to be
entered
234 $use_categories = false;
235 $use_keywords = true;
236 // not yet implemented
237
238 // common words that should not be used as keys
239 // lowercase
240 $common_words_array = array("is", "and", "the", "he", "she",
"it", "was",
"in", "i");
241 // find somewhere to get these from!!?
242
243
244 // fill me up!
245
246 // words that are banned from being used (used in conjunction
with above)
247 $banned_words_array = array("turnip", "");
248
249
250
251 // this is the key that allows users to find their location on
the map
252 // it may also be used later to show the users on the map
253 $google_maps_key =
'ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhRbnQGPLR6HQ5ZO_MbTQrRIU-8elxRIldJDBk51-FgZ
yLgbhwICEKtCg';
254
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255 if($web_server_hostname == "smiler") $google_maps_key =
'ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhR5FQEmluHHpMxgz3Z8q8T7UU33QBQAnRNsxTi1
JkCyH
kA-PN9i5MHtuw';
256 if($web_server_hostname == "ziggy") $google_maps_key =
'ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhRbnQGPLR6HQ5ZO_MbTQrRIU-8elxRIldJDBk51-FgZ
yLgbhwICEKtCg';
257 if($web_server_hostname == "stabeler.com") $google_maps_key =
'ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhRb1A25tgahVyNJxjAlXZhWbBYOxSD4cOCk_IJ6xDfQ
hMR8CFuMqVRlw';
258 if($web_server_hostname == "mygrl.stabeler.com") $google_maps_key
=
'ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhTClwBDe_gm5n6cqqnv7qaZg_Aw5RS_PcmLTOsByQ4U
s7ZkeD7U1cj5Q';
259 if($web_server_hostname ==
"centralperk.cic.hull.ac.uk/~stabelermj/")
$google_maps_key =
'ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhSO-z_iHuHhWxDrbMM2qam2v1gohTbkg2GbILTZiA8K
Z7sC4arkxgSDQ';
260 if($web_server_hostname == "cafe.cic.hull.ac.uk/~stabelermj/")
$google_maps_key =
'ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhRwMmEVhutu71w8QTpZC_Jnnt1pVRRj5n88QtOmt5xv
DAYaYSacxcWnw';
261
262 // ziggy:
ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhRbnQGPLR6HQ5ZO_MbTQrRIU-8elxRIldJDBk51-FgZy
LgbhwICEKtCg
263 // smiler:
ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhR5FQEmluHHpMxgz3Z8q8T7UU33QBQAnRNsxTi1J
kCyHk
A-PN9i5MHtuw
264 // stabeler.com:
ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhRb1A25tgahVyNJxjAlXZhWbBYOxSD4cOCk_IJ6xDfQh
MR8CFuMqVRlw
265 // centralperk.cic.hull.ac.uk/~stabelermj/:
ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhSO-z_iHuHhWxDrbMM2qam2v1gohTbkg2GbILTZiA8KZ
7sC4arkxgSDQ
266 // cafe.cic.hull.ac.uk/~stabelermj/:
ABQIAAAAmmcMiLeXNpwRtL8mPB43GhRwMmEVhutu71w8QTpZC_Jnnt1pVRRj5n88QtOmt5xvD
AYaYSacxcWnw
267
268 // determines whether a link to google maps should be shown when
finding
or creating a resource
269 $allow_google_map_find_location = true;
270
271 // multiplier for calculating metres
272 // range x distance_multiplier = mtrs
273 $distance_multiplier = 66666;
274
275 /* recognised file types (used when filename not specified)*/
276 /** may be removed soon!! in place of the following */
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277 $file_types_array = array(
278 "image/jpeg" => "jpg",
279 "image/pjpeg" => "jpg",
280 "image/gif" => "gif",
281 "image/png" => "png",
282 "text/text" => "txt",
283 "unknown" => "file"
284 );
285
286
287 /* determines the filetypes that can be added to the database */
288
289 $allowed_file_types = array(
290 "image/jpeg",
291 "image/pjpeg",
292 "image/gif",
293 "image/png",
294 "text/text",
295 );
296
297 // determines the default name that should be used when creating
a user
profile
298 // usually date('r')
299 $default_profile_name = "profile " . date('r');
300
301
302 /// filenames
303 $user_add_profile_form = "add_context.php";
304 $user_edit_profile_form = "edit_profile.php";
305 $user_add_resource_form = "make_resource_form.php";
306 $user_edit_resource_form = "edit_resource.php";
307
308 $user_add_data_item_form = "make_data_item.php"; // to be
compeleted
309
310 $user_registration_page = "register.php";
311
312 $terms_conditions_page = "tos.php";
313
314 $make_resource_script= "make_entry.php"; // to be compeleted
315
316
317 $user_find_resource_form = "find_resources.php";
318
319 $user_display_resource_form = "display_entry.php";
320 $user_edit_resource = "edit_resource.php";
321
322 $user_display_data_item_form = "display_data_item.php";
323 $user_show_map_matches = "user_show_map_matches.php";
324
325
326 $user_help_page = "help.php";
327
328 $user_output_data_item = "output_file_content.php";
329
330 $get_location_page = "get_current_location_page.php";
331
332 $user_data_page = "my_data.php";
333
334 $basic_map_page = "basic_map.php";
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335
336 $view_user_details_page ="user_details.php";
337 $user_tracking_page = "user_tracking.php";
340 $admin_show_user_page= "show_users.php";
341 $admin_show_user_page_map = "show_user_map.php";
342 $admin_show_all_resoures = "show_all_resources_map.php";
343 $admin_add_user_page= "add_user.php";
344
345 $admin_manage_page = "admin.php";
346 $admin_remove_keys_page = "remove_keys.php";
347
348 // where the relevant function files are located (relative to
base_url)
349 $system_shared_functions = "functions/shared_functions.php";
350 $system_image_functions = "functions/image_functions.php";
351 $map_functions = "functions/map_functions.php";
352
353 // this represents the icons that should be used when displaying
resources
354 // these entries are inserted as between <a>tags</a>
355 // there for the values can be text or html <img src=""> tags
356 $view_icon = "(View)";
357 $delete_icon = "(X)";
358 $edit_icon = "(edit)";
359 $set_default_icon = "[set as default]";
360 $open_file_icon = "Open File";
361 $view_details_icon = "View Details";
362
363
364 ?>
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Appendix D - System Screenshots
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Figure 30 – Home Page
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Figure 31 – Creating a resource
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Figure 32 – Finding a resource
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Figure 33 – Matching Resources
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Figure 34 – All resources in Scarborough
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Figure 35 – Data Item View
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Figure 36 – Creating a profile
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Figure 37 – A Resource
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Figure 38 – Getting a location
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Figure 39 – Admin Page
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Figure 40 – Admin view of users
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Figure 41 – All users on map
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Figure 42 – User Tracking
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Figure 43 – Bluetooth Manager

Figure 44 – Finding resources
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Figure 45 – View full ma

Figure 46 – Connecting to GPS
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Figure 47 – Creating an Entry

Figure 48 – Setup Page
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Figure 49 – View In Browser
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Appendix E - Quick Start guide
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9 Quick Start guide
9.1 Switching on
9.1.1

PDA

Press the button on the top of the device to switch it on, so that the (today) screen can
be seen.
9.1.2

GPS Device

Press the button on the side (1-2 seconds) until the green light comes on.
When the device is first switched on, it may take a while to get a position fix. A fix is
indicated by the green light flashing.

In order to get a fix, it may be necessary to stand the device still, with line of sight of
the GPS satellites (i.e. stand outside).

9.2 Setting up
9.2.1

PDA

Turn on bluetooth
Click the Bluetooth icon (Bottom right of screen) and select ‘Turn Bluetooth On’.
(if not already switched on)
Start Application
Click the start menu (windows logo top left of screen) and then select the ‘myGRL’
application from the menu

When the application starts, it may prompt you to select a Bluetooth device, if this is
the case, select (with a click of the stylus) ‘TomTom Wireless GPS MkII’ (it may
take a few seconds to appear).

You should then be shown the ‘find resource’ tab.
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9.3 Finding resources
Once the GPS unit has a fix, it is possible to start searching for resources.
9.3.1

Options

The find resource screen has a number of variable options.

Range: Allows you to select the approximate distance of resources.
Ignore Profile: Is checked, this overrides the Default profile that is set on your user
account (see web interface)
Just Titles: When checked, this returns only the titles of matching resources, along
with the profile name and the time of the request. It is useful for saving bandwidth.

More options are available from the ‘setup’ tab.
9.3.2

Getting matches

The systems is set by default to check for resources every 20 seconds. This timer is
started by clicking the ‘Start’ button from the ‘Find’ tab. A timer will appear
underneath the button, and the button will change to a ‘Stop’ button.

When the timer reaches 0, the system will call the server, and return the results.

You can get results at any time by clicking the ‘Get Matches’ button.

9.3.3

Viewing more information

To view more detailed information about the matches that are returned, you can click
the hyperlink that appears above the match titles, or un-check the ‘just titles’
checkbox before searching for matches.

The first (recommended) method will show the results in a browser window, the
second will move you to the ‘View’ tab, and show the results in an internal browser.
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9.4 GPRS
The system use GPRS to connect to the server, therefore it must make a connection
first. This may take a few seconds to complete, but once connected should be quite
quick.

9.5 Problems
9.5.1

PDA

Sometimes, the system may lock up, and stop working. If this is the case, the device
may need to be soft reset.

This can be done by briefly poking the stylus into the hole at the bottom of the device.
The system will be reset, and you will need to start again from the beginning.

9.5.2

GPS

If the GPS unit cannot get a fix, it may switch off, if this is the case, switch it back on
again, and hold it still until it gets a fix.
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